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SAICE AWARDS 2007

Durban Harbour Tunnel a
After being awarded a commendation at the South African
Institution of Civil Engineering Durban Branch Awards earlier this
year, the Durban Harbour Tunnel Project was awarded the coveted
SAICE national award in the category Technical Excellence.
The R210 million project was designed by local consulting
engineering firm Goba with the assistance of international
consultants Mott MacDonald of London. Construction was carried
out by a joint venture between South African firm Concor and
Hochtief AG of Germany

Geotechnical investigation and profile

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Shaft and tunnel design

The R210 million Durban Harbour Tunnel Project
involved the construction of a new tunnel under
the Durban Harbour mouth and the installation
of a variety of bulk services in the tunnel. The
client is the eThekwini Water and Sanitation
Department (EWS).
The project was undertaken to replace an
existing services tunnel constructed some 50 years
ago, which crosses the Durban Harbour entrance
thereby linking the Point on the northern side to the
Bluff area to the south. The tunnel carries a number
of services including two large-diameter sewer lines,
a water main, and various electrical and telecommunications cables. The need to replace the existing
tunnel arose from the plan to widen and deepen
the harbour entrance in order to facilitate passage
for the new generations of ships.
Various alternatives were considered for the
crossing of the harbour entrance, including horizontal directional drilling (HDD), immersed tube
construction, deep (hard-rock) tunnelling and softground (shallow) tunnelling. A combination of cost
considerations, restrictions on disruption of shipping in the harbour entrance and a need to ensure
full access to all services for future maintenance
and repairs led to the decision to adopt a shallow,
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soft-ground tunnelling option.
The new tunnel is 515 m long and has an
internal diameter of 4,4 m. The tunnel was bored
predominantly through the marine sands and
the silty harbour beds underlying the habour
mouth, although a section of Bluff sandstone was
encountered at the southern end. The tunnel is a
first-of-a-kind ‘soft-ground’ tunnel for South Africa,
incorporating technology that, whilst used on
many tunnel projects overseas, has not previously
been used in South Africa.
Recognising that cutting-edge technology was
required to successfully implement the project,
Goba enlisted the help of Mott MacDonald of
London to provide specialist soft-ground tunnelling advice. The new tunnel is located some 10 m
to 15 m below the deepened harbour entrance
channel and is subject to about 35 m head of water.
The tunnel was constructed over a period of
four months using a Herrenknecht ‘mix-shield’
slurry TBM and was lined using 250 mm thick
precast concrete rings which were cast on site.

APPROACH TO DESIGN
Tunnel alignment
The primary role of the tunnel is to convey sewage
across the Durban Harbour mouth. The horizontal

alignment of the new tunnel was determined, on
the Point Road side, by the position of the existing
sewer mains running along Point Road.
Similarly, on the Bluff side, the position was
determined by the available space for the TBM
reception pit and the position of the existing sewer
lines running around the Bluff.

Eleven boreholes were drilled along the tunnel
alignment at intervals of about 50 m. Special
permission was obtained from the port captain
to close the harbour for two separate 36-hour
periods in order to drill holes in the shipping
channel. While this caused a major disruption to
shipping at the time, this permission considerably
reduced the client’s risk profile during the tunnelling of this section.

The TBM launch and reception shafts did not
form part of the permanent works and so responsibility for the detailed design of the shafts
during implementation was that of the contractor. This allowed the contractor to choose a
configuration to suit his methods of construction and anticipated loading by the launch and
reception of the tunnel boring machine. Jones
and Wagener carried out this detailed design on
behalf of the contractor.
The tunnel lining was designed for its ultimate service loading condition by the engineer.
The contractor was, however, responsible for
ensuring that the lining design was sufficient
to withstand the loads that would be exerted
during manufacturing, transport, installation
and advance of the TBM. This required considerable liaison between Goba in South Africa, Mott
MacDonald in London and Hochtief in Germany.

Tunnel lining design
The 4,4 m ID lining comprises a universal tapered
ring, nominally 1 200 mm long. There were three
ordinary plates, two top plates and a key which
could be placed in any one of 16 positions at
o
22,5 intervals around the tunnel circumference

worthy winner
to match the TBM ram spacing and with a taper
of 28 mm for a minimum 250 m radius curve.

Shaft design
The northern shaft was designed as a twincell structure, with a central diaphragm wall
to transfer loads exerted by the surrounding
ground and external water table. This wall had an
opening allowing installation of the TBM shield
and first gantry to enable launch of the TBM.
The launch and reception eyes in the
northern and southern shafts were constructed
using glass-fibre reinforcing bars from Combar
to enable the TBM to pass through the eye-walls
without damage to the cutterhead.

Sewer mains
Both the existing and the new tunnels belong to the eThekwini Water and Sanitation
Department, and the primary reason for the
tunnel is to transfer sewage from the Durban
CBD basin to the Central Sewage Treatment
Works on the far side of the Bluff. The project
thus included the design of the new sewer
lines, hydraulic analysis including pump surge
calculations, crossover valve chambers, crossover
pumps and bilge pumps.
EWS required that the system be designed
for 100% redundancy, that is, one line must be
able to carry the full volume of pumped sewage.
They also specified that, for corrosion resistance
purposes, the pipes must be made of high-density polyethylene (HDPE). Hydraulic and pressure
calculations resulted in two 1 000 mm diameter
class PN8 HDPE sewer mains being specified.
These have a wall thickness of 50 mm.
HDPE pipes of this size are usually buried and
lateral constraint and longitudinal thermal expansion is not really an issue. The pipes in the tunnel
are, however, located on pipe chairs which would
have to be able to cope with any induced thermal
expansion or contraction forces (HDPE has a considerably higher co-efficient of thermal expansion
than steel). As very little literature could be found
on the use of large-diameter HDPE pipes in similar applications, a series of measures were put in

DURBAN HARBOUR TUNNEL
Winner of the SAICE National Award
for Technical Excellence
KEY PLAYERS

Client eThekwini Water and Sanitation
Consultant Goba (Pty) Ltd
Sub-consultants Mott MacDonald; Drennan Maud and Partners; Wilson and Pass
Main contractor Durban Harbour Tunnel Contractors, a joint venture between Concor Ltd and Hochtief AG
Principal sub-contractors Franki; Flexicon; Jones Wagener (shaft design); Electrical Projects; Benfab
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1 The pre-cast lining casting yard and storage area (in

2

the foreground). The sand separation plant can be seen in
the background
2 The northern access shaft. The diaphragm walls are
complete and excavation is under way
3 Connection detail between the bored tunnel and the
cut-and-cover tunnel
place to minimise the risk of thermal expansion
problems. These included:
■ The temperature of the sewage in the existing
tunnel was monitored over the course of a
year to determine its normal range (found to
o
o
be between 220 C and 240 C). In order to
minimise ‘locked-in stresses’ the entire pipeline
through the tunnel was placed on rollers and
o
brought to 240 C to ‘destress’ it prior to being
clamped onto the chairs
■ Theoretical analysis of the continuously welded
pipeline using column theory indicated that a
pipe chair spacing of 6 m would be sufficient.
Owing to the large co-efficient of thermal expansion of the material, it was decided to construct a full-scale test rig on site over a distance
of 20 m (three pipe chairs) to confirm this. This
was constrained on either end and the water
inside heated. The pipe was then monitored for
induced stress and ‘snaking’ between chairs.
The test showed that the induced stress rapidly
decreased due to plastic deformation and that
the pipe chair spacing was adequate, even over
o
the 200 C temperature rise used in the test .
The pipes are continuously welded throughout
the tunnel and were installed incrementally from
the southern access shaft.

3

Corrosion resistance
The tunnel is situated in a very corrosive marine
environment and special attention was paid to the
corrosion resistance of its various components.
Corrosion resistance measures specified included:
■ The use of 50 mm cover and of special, durable
concrete
■ All steelwork (access gantries and pipe chairs)
are made from 3CR12 steel that has been
‘pickled and passivated’
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■ All pipe specials etc are made from stainless
steel

■ Glass-fibre cable trays and walkway grids are
used

■ HDPE pipes are used for sewage conveyance
■ The water main is mortar lined internally and
epoxy coated externally

CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
Shaft construction
The shafts were constructed using under-slurry
diaphragm wall techniques, using the following
procedure:
■ Guide walls were constructed at ground level,
on the required configuration of the shaft, to
ensure the correct alignment of the excavation
equipment
■ Alternate primary panels were excavated using
a combination of continuous flight auger (CFA)
and mechanical grab. Panels were over-excavated by approximately 50 mm to ensure fit
of the reinforcing cage. All excavations were
carried out under bentonite slurry to maintain
stability of the sides of the slot beneath the
water table
■ Steel stop-ends were installed at each end of
the primary panel
■ Reinforcing cages were then lowered into the
slot, incorporating 75 mm roller blocks to ensure the correct cover and to allow the cage to
move freely down the slot
■ Concrete was placed from the bottom of the
excavation using a tremmie pipe, with an insertion depth of roughly 500 mm being carefully
controlled through constant sounding of the
concrete surface
■ Secondary panels were then excavated and
cast as infill sections following a similar procedure
On completion of the diaphragm walls, the shafts
were excavated using a combination of:
■ Dry excavation to a point where either the
groundwater inflow exceeded pump capacity,
or the upward pressure of the groundwater
resulted in instability of the base of the shaft,
whichever occurred first

■ Underwater dredge pump excavation in softer

Tunnel boring machine

material
■ Underwater mechanical grab excavation
■ Suction air-lift operated by divers for the final
trimming of the base of the excavation prior to
casting the base plug
The 3 m deep base plugs were then cast underwater using a high slump pump mix, incorporating Chryso Aquabeton ZA to prevent washout
and dispersion of the fresh concrete under water.
The casting operation was carried out from a
single point using truck mounted concrete pumps
and divers to ensure embedment of the pump
line by approximately 300 mm at all times. Dips
taken during the casting process showed good
flow of the concrete horizontally, and cores taken
after dewatering showed little or no segregation.
Each pour comprised 600 m3 of concrete.
After strength gain on the plugs, the shafts
were dewatered.
Following completion of the northern shaft
and construction of the TBM support works, the
tunnel boring machine was established at the
base of the shaft.

It was a requirement of the project that only a
slurry TBM would be considered for the tunnel
excavation. This was due to the ground conditions
expected along the tunnel drive and the high
water pressure of up to 3,5 bar. Additionally, the
removal of excavated material on the 20% slopes
by either muck wagon or conveyor would have
been difficult, with slippage of excavated ground
likely using a conveyor method of muck removal.
Rail methods of muck removal would also have
been difficult with winches being essential to haul
trains up the steep slopes.
This project used the 5,17 m diameter
Herrenknecht mix-shield TBM previously used on
the Kai Tak transfer scheme in Hong Kong. The
TBM operated as a typical mixed-shield slurry TBM
with the excavated material being mixed with a
bentonite slurry pumped through a pipeline to the
surface where it was separated using a screening
and sand/mud-separation centrifuge plant.

Tunnel construction
The limited space available for the construction
site on the south side of the harbour meant that
the TBM was launched from the northern side
with its easier access and sufficient land for the
TBM ancillary equipment and segment casting
and storage yard.

Advance rate  
With a tunnel of only 515 m in length, the challenge would always be to get past the learning
curve as quickly as possible. In the case of the
Durban Harbour Tunnel, this learning curve took
place on a 20% down-grade in soft ground conditions – a tall order.
The initial rate of advance was slower than
originally planned, which persisted through most
of the down-grade drive. The rate of advance

started to recover when the TBM moved into the
sub-horizontal drive, but was then affected by
encounters with significant quantities of clay, in
two main areas, largely as a result of interventions
required to clear blockages and problems caused
at the separation plant. However, once the clay
areas had been negotiated, the rate of advance
through the sub-horizontal section and on the
20% up-grade drives was essentially as originally
planned, albeit on an extended shift basis.
On average, an advance rate of approximately 10 m per day was achieved.

Slurry treatment plant   
The slurry treatment plant was provided by
Piggot Shaft Drilling (PSD) from the UK.
The plant was capable of operating at a
capacity of approximately 600 m3/h, with the
twin S3 centrifuges able to operate at around
15 m3/h each.

Tunnel lining production
The manufacture of the lining segments took
place on site close to the northern shaft. Portable
screens were provided for the moulds to give protection against sun, wind and rain. The moulds
were retrofitted with form vibrators to assist with
compaction of the concrete.
Before the production of segments commenced, a check was carried out on the moulds
using a three-dimensional photo-grammetric
digital survey. From this survey, digital models of
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4 Concrete for the in-situ concrete floor being taken

into the tunnel by the multi-service vehicle
5 The tunnel boring machine is being lowered into the
northern shaft. Note the proximity of Point Road
6 Nine metre long sections of HDPE pipes being
welded into a continuous string in the southern
shaft before being jacked into the tunnel

5

each mould were produced to 0,1 mm accuracy
to confirm compliance with the required accuracy specified.
Extensive trials were carried out on site to
determine the optimum consistency/slump for
the specified 50 MPa mix and to obtain the best
sequence of casting, opening the moulds and
floating.
Steel reinforcing cages amounting to 465 kg
per ring were pre-assembled in the segment
manufacture area. Cover to the steel was 50 mm.
Segments were de-moulded at approximately
18 hours using a vacuum lifting device, and removed to a finishing yard where they were stored
on specially fabricated steel frames. At this stage,
minor repairs and crack sealing were carried out,
and the EPDM Phoenix gasket was fitted. The segments were then moved to a storage area, and
stacked in complete rings. Each segment was also
given a unique code, identifying the date of casting,
the segment type and the ring number. This code
was logged through the life of the segment, including all pre- and post-installation repairs.

6

OTHER FACTS
Quality control
To ensure a waterproof and durable tunnel in
the very harsh, marine environment, the tunnel
lining elements, in particular, had to be constructed to very tight tolerances (within fractions
of a millimetre). This was achieved and the minor
leakages that exist in the new tunnel are well
below the specified allowances and international
norms.

Budgeting compliance and claims
While tunnelling projects have in the past notoriously been the subject of claims for extension of
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time, this project has proved to be the exception.
The total extension of time granted on this contract amounted to less than 45 days (including
weather-related delays).
The final contract value was very close to the
originally tendered amount with only a small portion of the 10% contingency allowance originally
provided for being utilised. The project was thus
completed well within the original budget.

Social benefits and targeted
procurement
Despite the specialised nature of the project,
every effort was made to sub-contract as much
work as possible to locally (Durban-based BEE)
enterprises. In total R24,5 million was channelled through local BEE contractors.
The average labour force on the contract
(the vast majority of whom were PDIs from the
Durban region) was in the order of 180. A total
of about 80 000 person-days of employment
was thus created.

Aesthetics
Whilst the tunnel itself is buried and not visible to
the public, the Point side access structure is situated in a highly visible position at the end of Point
Road within the broader Durban Point development area. To ensure that the structure blended
in with the overall urban landscape, the help of
an architect was enlisted to assist with its external
form. The resulting stone-clad structure is not

only highly secure, but its off-shutter, sloping
concrete roof follows the line of the tunnel into
the ground, effectively making a monument out
of what would have just been a square functional
building.

CONCLUDING SUMMARY
■ The construction of a soft-ground tunnel
through saturated marine sediments has never
been attempted before in South Africa and
the project is thus a first of its kind. Tunnelling
was carried out using a state-of-the-art
Herrenknecht ‘mix-shield’ tunnel boring
machine that was specially imported for the
project
■ The design and construction of the temporary
diaphragm wall and access shafts were major
engineering feats in their own right and had unreinforced concrete base plugs that relied on an
innovative 3D arching action for their stability
■ In addition to the tunnelling aspects of the
project, the installation of large-diameter
HDPE sewer mains on pipe chairs through the
tunnel posed unique challenges (these are
normally buried) and required specific testing
and first principal design to cater for internal
expansion forces
■ Despite tunnelling and underground works
being a notoriously risky branch of civil engineering, the project was completed on time
and without having to access any of the contingency amount originally allowed for

The resulting stone-clad
structure is not only highly
secure, but its off-shutter,
sloping concrete roof follows
the line of the tunnel into the
ground, effectively making
a monument out of what
would have just been a square
functional building
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Africa’s first landfill gas clean development mechanism project

earns commendation
The management team of the Department of Cleansing and Solid
Waste of eThekwini Municipality have turned conventional thinking
on running landfills on its head with the revolutionary ‘closed-loop’
design and operation introduced at the Mariannhill landfill. The
approach is to ensure that once waste comes onto site, nothing
leaves. This entails constructing a good lining system, treating
the liquid (leachate) produced, capturing and utilising the gas
produced, and managing the odours that are always present with
seven-day-old waste. The project was entered by the Durban Branch
and earned a commendation in the category Technical Excellence

The Mariannhill landfill, in the eThekwini
Municipality of KwaZulu-Natal, presents a landfill
development where landfill engineering methods
have been successfully combined with the daily
operation to realise South Africa’s first landfill site
conservancy.
The application of naturalistic engineering to
landfill development is crucial to environmental
acceptance of the landfill site – specifically where
a conservation site is to be created and sustained.
Naturalistic engineering encompasses many
landfill facets, for example the provision of landfill
capping layers that would stimulate vegetation
growth; the use of simple and low-cost, yet
robust, natural systems to treat landfill leachate;
and the installation of wetlands to reduce stormwater energy and to simultaneously re-introduce
valuable bird life into the site.
In addition, landfill gas-to-electricity generation has become financially viable. Methane gas
is a distinctly serious greenhouse gas and projects
of this kind will assist towards global emission
reductions of carbon dioxide.

CELL CONSTRUCTION

MARIANNHILL LANDFILL
Commendation in the category Technical Excellence
KEY PLAYERS

Client eThekweni Municipality (Durban Solid Waste)
Consultant Enviros (UK)
Sub-consultants SLR (UK), Wilson & Pass (RSA)
Contractors Envitech Solutions
LFG flares Organics UK
Gas engines/generators G E Jenbacher
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Natural biodegradation processes within waste
bodies give rise to landfill leachate (produced as a
result of rainfall passing through the waste body)
and landfill gas. The protection of the receiving
environment from these potentially harmful
landfill emissions is addressed in the form of a
barrier system (so called because it incorporates a
number of engineered layers).
Two types of barrier systems are currently
adopted at the Mariannhill landfill site, depending on the grade of the natural ground.
On valley slopes, the barrier system consists of a
stabilised sand layer onto which a geomembrane
(FPP – flexible poly propylene) liner and geogrid
is placed. A stabilised sand protection layer is
then constructed on the liner/geogrid. Crushed
dump rock aggregate is placed on this protection
layer to facilitate the collection and removal of
leachate.
In the valley basal areas, an additional component is added to the barrier system described
above. As the inflow of leachate into the strata
below the landfill is critical in the valley base, two
low permeability clay layers, between which a
layer of 19 mm stone is placed, are constructed
below the system described above. The ‘sandwiched’ stone layer serves as a leachate leakage
detection system and provides further environmental protection.

‘CLOSED-LOOP’ LANDFILL DESIGN
Plant rescue unit

TREATMENT AND
RE-USE OF LANDFILL EMISSIONS

The value of the original soil profile at the
Mariannhill landfill was identified from the onset
of a conservancy creation plan as a vital component to environmental equation that must be
rescued for effective rehabilitation to be realised.
This led to the creation of a large holding nursery
for the storage of all indigenous vegetation, along
with the surrounding soil profile, rescued from
within the landfill footprint development area.
This rescue operation to the holding nursery is
referred to by DSW as ‘PRUNIT’ (plant rescue unit).
PRUNIT has proven to be both environmentally
and economically successful and has provided
indigenous vegetation for the remediation of the
peripheral buffer-zone areas of Mariannhill, as well
as the ongoing rehabilitation of the Bisasar Road
landfill site. In fact, the PRUNIT growth has realised the low-cost remediation of several defunct
‘dumps’ throughout the eThekwini Municipality.

The construction of the barrier system at the
Mariannhill landfill site not only provides environmental protection, but also facilitates the collection and treatment of landfill emissions – again,
this is in keeping with the ‘closed-loop’ concept.

Landfill conservancy
The Mariannhill landfill site is an excellent example of an ecosystem restoration project which
has become an increasingly important part of
biodiversity conservation.
Continuing human population growth ultimately results in the loss of natural ecosystems,
either directly through the development of land,
or indirectly through inappropriate land use
practice. Restoration has become an essential tool
for improving ecosystem functioning, minimising
biodiversity losses and increasing the connectivity
in nature reserve networks. Some of the results
achieved through the landfill conservancy are:
■ Mariannhill was the first landfill site – arguably in the world – to be incorporated into an
ecosystem restoration site and be a registered
national conservancy site
■ The indigenous ecosystem biodiversity loss in
the area is being managed
■ The landfill site serves as an important natural
corridor for species migration
■ Significant near- and long-term cost savings are
realised for landfill rehabilitation

Overview
CDM project type
This is the first clean development mechanism
(CDM)-registered landfill gas project in Africa.

Project owner
The project owner is the eThekwini Municipality.
The project is operated within the Department of
Cleansing and Solid Waste (DSW).

Brief description
The project comprises the extraction of landfill
gas (comprising 40–60% methane) through gas
wells and interlinking pipework installed into the
Mariannhill and La Mercy landfill sites and the
generation of electricity by purpose-built spark
ignition engines of 1 000 kW and 500 kW capacity
respectively.

Mariannhill leachate treatment plant
The disposal of leachate prior to the construction of the treatment plant was to the municipal
sewer, an approximate distance of one kilometre
away. The disposal of leachate to sewer is not a
treatment method, but rather one of dilution.
Raw (untreated) leachate does potentially pose a
risk of corrosion and elevated methane gas levels
to the municipal sewer systems.
Leachate treatability trials began in 1998 by
DSW, in collaboration with Enviros UK (previously
Enviros Aspinwall). The trials demonstrated that
the Mariannhill landfill leachate can be treated to
high standards, within the limits of the discharge

standards required by the Department of Water
Affairs and Forestry for discharge of wastewater
by irrigation. The findings of the treatability trials
thus allowed DSW, in association with Enviros
(UK), to design a full-scale treatment plant.
The overall treatment philosophy of the treatment plant is the use of ‘natural, low-cost and
robust’ treatment processes. This plant therefore
adopts biological primary treatment processes
(aligned to the activated sludge process) and
secondary ‘polishing treatment’ by reedbed.
The treatment plant comprises one sequencing batch reactor (SBR) unit constructed
of reinforced concrete 10 m in diameter and
6 m deep. This capacity allows for the treatment
of up to 50 m3 of leachate daily. The plant also
comprises a lined reedbed of some 280 m2 which
provides ‘polishing treatment’ for the removal of
specifically residual BOD, COD and solids.
All treated effluent from the SBR is fed into a
1 Diagram of typical site layout

1

Emission reductions
The project will bring about the reduction in the
release of harmful greenhouse gas emissions of
approximately 700 000 t of carbon dioxide equivalent over a period of some ten years. Reductions
will be attributed to the destruction of methane
gas and the displacement of coal-derived electrical
power to the Durban municipal grid.

Project financials
Total project capital expenditure is some
R19,5 million and operational costs will be some
R1,2 million per annum. Total project income revenue will be some R33,9 million realised from the
sale of carbon credits (some R20,7 million) and the
sale of electricity (some R13,2 million).

The landfill conservancy
The Mariannhill landfill presents a landfill de-

velopment where landfill-engineering methods
have been successfully combined with the daily
operation to realise South Africa’s first landfill site
conservancy. The Mariannhill landfill site is an
exemplary example of an ecosystem restoration
project which has become an increasingly important part of biodiversity conservation.
‘Mariannhill and La Mercy serve as a pioneer
for other CDM landfill gas capture and landfill
gas to energy projects on the continent, and the
project stands as an example of successful collaboration between the local municipality (eThekwini
Municipality), Durban Solid Waste as the responsible
municipal agency, the financing agency, Agence
Française de Développement (AFD), South Africa’s
departments of Trade and Industry (DTI) and
Minerals and Energy (DME), and the World Bank’s
energy, environment, and carbon finance teams’,
Noreen Beg, of the World Bank commented.
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Production of landfill
gas (CH4, CO2)

Gas collector
wells in landfill

3

Destruction of methane (CH4)

Landfill gas
pump and flare

Generation
of electricity

Landfill gas engine and
electricity generator
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2 Schematic layout of landfill gas to electricity

3 The gas extraction and electricity-generating plant

4 Mariannhill is the first landfill gas CDM project on the continent

of Africa. The gas that is extracted is used to drive a spark ignition gas
engine to drive a turbine currently producing 900 kWh of electricity
5 Simple illustration of how the wells are installed
6 The sequential batch reactor leachate treatment plant, showing
how it was constructed on the side of the hill to blend in with the
surrounds. The function of the reedbed is to polish the leachate to
standard for discharge into the environment
7 All plants and seeds are recovered in the plant recovery unit and
brought to the nursery, where seeds are propagated. These are planted
out into mini eco-systems and moved out into the natural environment

balance tank, which is level controlled to supply
a portion of the effluent to a standpoint for the
site water tanker (dust suppression) and a portion
to the reedbed. The effluent from the reedbed is
used for irrigation of the vegetated areas within
the conservancy area. The treatment processes are
controlled by computer systems which relay information via a visual display on a computer screen.

Landfill gas to electricity
It is widely known that landfill sites, with wastes
undergoing a methanogenic stage of biodecom-
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position, produce large volumes of landfill gas. The
recent availability of carbon finance – since South
Africa’s recent signing of a host country agreement
in terms of the Kyoto Protocol – has made landfill
gas-to-electricity generation financially viable.
A landfill gas extraction scheme comprising
six gas wells linked to a 500 Nm3/h flare unit
has been operational for some three and a half
years. The gas collection system for the flaring as
installed at the Mariannhill landfill site has proved
to be an adequate starting place as a pre-injection treatment system for the engine generators.
As is typical with several other projects worldwide, landfill gas is drawn from the wells through
pipe work systems by extraction equipment and
fed to an electricity generation unit, with any
surplus gas being flared. At present Mariannhill is
generating 900 kWh of electricity, which is being
fed into the local grid.

CLOSING COMMENT
The success of the project indicates that the
methods utilised in running the landfill should be
used as a blueprint for all landfills in the country.
The project is sustainable – in fact running a
landfill in this way realises reduced costs to the
relevant municipality.

Supply to municipal
electricity grid

Step-up
transformer

5

6
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Bridge reinstated to its
Bridge No 422 over the Orange River near Zastron in the Free State
was constructed in 1934. It is a magnificent feat of engineering
and concerted efforts should be made to preserve it for posterity.
The bridge, which was seriously damaged by vehicular impact,
was recently repaired. Innovative answers were found for the
challenging demands of structural stability, safety and economy
DESCRIPTION
Bridge No 422 is located on Route P53/1 (R726)
between Zastron and Sterkspruit, where the road
crosses the Orange River near Sterkspruit on the
farm Mayaputi. It was constructed in 1934 from
pre-manufactured steel imported from the United
Kingdom and erected in South Africa. Seen from
the point of view of a structural engineer, the
construction of these types of bridges involves
magnificent feats of engineering. The bridge also
plays a major role in accommodating traffic from
the bustling local community as well as long-distance traffic between the Free State and Eastern
Cape and is in effect an indispensable link.
The superstructure consists of two simply
supported, steel truss spans of 61 m each supported by a concrete substructure with a roadway
width of 3 m. The truss members consist of laced,
riveted sections. The bridge was seriously damaged as a result of vehicular impact to certain
of its structural members. This can mainly be
attributed to the reckless speed at which vehicles
(particularly heavy vehicles) cross the narrow
single-lane bridge.
THM Engineers Free State were appointed to
1

evaluate the deficiencies, find structural solutions
and compile contract documentation for the
repair and rehabilitation of the bridge.

STRUCTURAL DAMAGE TO THE BRIDGE
The photographs demonstrate the seriousness
of the structural damage to the bridge. Photo 1
shows a vertical member completely ripped out.
This vertical member acts as a hanger to support
the longitudinal deck beams. Without it the span
of the longitudinal deck beam was doubled,
which had a very detrimental effect on the loadcarrying capacity of the bridge.
Photos 2, 3 and 4 show the local damage to
compression members. The compression resistance of these members was seriously reduced due
to a breakdown of composite action between the
laced members.

DESIGN APPROACH
Being a narrow single-lane bridge, the bridge had
to be closed for the whole construction period.
The contractor had no other room than the
bridge deck to work from for scaffolding, rigging
equipment, welding machines, etc. Closure of
2
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the bridge would have had a major impact on the
local community and long-distance haulers.
In a statically determinant truss bridge the
removal of any compression or tension member
for repair will lead to an immediate and complete
collapse of the bridge. The traditional engineering solution would have been to construct
costly cofferdams and prop the complete bridge
30 m high from the riverbed to make the removal
of the damaged members possible. Considering
the risk of the frequent flash runoff of the Orange
River the traditional approach was not an option.
The challenge was to find a repair method
that allows for the safe removal and replacement
of damaged structural members while the damaged bridge supports the contractor’s workers
and construction loads. THM displayed innovation and engineering ingenuity with a unique
‘repair in the air’ design solution satisfying the
challenging demands of structural stability, safety
and economy.

REPAIR TECHNIQUE
A ‘repair in the air’ technique was followed to
replace all damaged vertical compression members while they were carrying the full loads due to
the bridge’s own dead load and applied construction loads. Two temporary compression struts
capable of supporting the full load due to dead
weight and the construction loads were installed
adjacent to each damaged member. To ensure
that the full load was carried by the temporary
struts a simple but effective and functional support bracket was designed to prestress the struts
in a very controlled manner before the damaged
vertical laced member was removed. Prestressing
was introduced by applying torque to the adjustable nuts. Owing to the complexity of the riveted
3

5

1 Vertical hanger ripped out
2 Badly twisted members
3 Twisted vertical member
4 Buckling problem

5 Temporary vertical struts

6 Support with pre-stressing ability
7 Complex riveted connections

former glory
connections it was not possible to install a replacement member as a unit, and the four angle
iron legs of the laced member had to be built up
one by one.
The diagonal laced members are tension
members and do not need composite action for
stability as each angle iron leg of the member
is in tension. Tension force influence lines that
were obtained from analyses were used to cleverly position heavy construction loads such to
reduce the forces in the member under repair.
The result was that it was possible to replace the
damaged diagonals by removing and replacing
the legs one by one without the use of expensive
temporary tension cables while they had to
resist the influence of the full dead weight and
construction loads. Photo 9 shows the damaged
diagonal with the lacing cut off and only two
legs carrying the dead load and construction
load. Photo 10 shows the finished new diagonal
tension member.
The vertical hanger that was ripped out
resulted in a permanent 10 mm settlement of the
deck at that point. It was important to recover
this deflection as the new member had to be
fitted using the same gusset plate holes the rivets
used before.
This was easily accomplished by using temporary adjustable tension ties to pull the members
together. Two temporary ties were used to pull
the settled deck back into position. The ties consisted of angle irons welded to 25 mm diameter
bolts with adjustable nuts that were used to safely
recover the deflection in a controlled manner.
The contractor designed a functional and
unique moveable scaffolding system suspended
from the deck to make possible the ‘repair in the
air’ solution.
4

6

COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Because the bridge is a single-lane structure with
limited work space, repair could not take place
under traffic conditions. Long-distance traffic could
pre-plan for this eventuality, but the busy taxi
industry between the two destinations would have
been seriously affected by the closing of the bridge.
For construction purposes the closing of the
bridge was a fait accompli, therefore the engineer
and contractor made a concerted effort to find a
more acceptable alternative. The only practical alternative was to accommodate pedestrian traffic over
the bridge at certain stipulated times and under
certain conditions, as determined by prevailing
construction activities.
The assistance of the Officer in Command of

7

BRIDGE NO 422 REPAIRS
Category Technical Excellence
KEY PLAYERS

Client Free State Department of Public Works, Roads and Transport
Consulting engineers THM Engineers Free State
Main contractor Tanekk
Sub-contractor Rand Sandblasting Projects
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8 Damaged member removed
9 Repair of diagonal member
10 Finished diagonal member
11 Temporary adjustable ties

12 Adjustable nuts on tension tie
13 ‘Repair in the air’ scaffolding
14 Safety was not negotiable
15 Vehicle ‘terminus’

the Police in Sterkspruit was enlisted and a meeting
was arranged with the taxi associations of Zastron,
Sterkspruit and Aliwal North to discuss the implications and eventual advantages of the project. The
meeting took place in a spirit of understanding and
cooperation, with all parties concerned indicating
their willingness to abide by the proposed temporary arrangements.
Well in advance of the closure of the bridge notices were distributed among the locals and placed
at various points of rendezvous. Zastron Bridge was
subsequently closed to vehicular traffic for a period
of 3½ months, during which not a single incident
took place.

9

PROJECT MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY
This project is a good example of the definition of
project success, namely – on time, within budget,
according to specification, the first time right! It was
indeed an out of the ordinary technical project, but
also one with close ties with the local community.

10
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Effective, safe and affordable
water storage for Africa

0860 482 657

info@galaxyafrica.com
www.galaxyafrica.com

You'd notice us if we weren't here.

METROPOLITANREPUBLIC/50066/E/CEM/R/2

The better you do your job, the more you’re taken for granted. That truism doesn’t really bother us. Quite the contrary.
It’s what keeps us striving for enduring perfection on every project we undertake, whether in construction, engineering, steel
or mining services. After all, if farmers are blissfully unaware of the dam we’ve built, yet enjoy unlimited irrigation for generations
to come, isn’t that what really matters? Keep looking forward and you’ll leave a lasting legacy behind.

Muden community
access route restored
The Gracelands pedestrian bridge
across the Mooi River in the
Muden area of KwaZulu-Natal
has restored all-year community
access across the Mooi River.
The old bridge was destroyed
by floodwaters several years
ago. The new hybrid suspension
bridge was designed and
constructed using lightweight
galvanised steel sections and was
erected almost entirely by hand
without heavy lifting equipment.
A unique feature of the design
for this hybrid suspension
and truss structure was the
inclusion of a lightweight
bracing truss in order to reduce
undesirable sway movements
of the 90 m main span
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DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE
This project comprises the construction of a structural steel suspension bridge of 90 m span over the
Mooi River in the Muden area of KwaZulu-Natal.
The purpose of the structure is to provide safe
passage over the Mooi River for people residing in
tribal areas on the north bank of the river to enable
them to access employment opportunities and the
only nearby trading store located on the southern
side of the river.
Summer rains during the months of November
through to April make crossing the river at this
point very dangerous and require the local residents to make a 10 km round trip to reach the river
bank directly opposite from where they live. The
desperate need for this bridge was identified by the
KwaZulu-Natal Department of Transport-initiated
Rural Road Transport Forum in conjunction with
community organisations in the area.
This structure replaces a previous low-level

suspension bridge consisting of six steel cables
supporting a timber deck hung in catenary fashion
between low-level supports. The original structure
was destroyed during flooding of the Mooi River in
the late 1990s.
The new structure was designed to allow the
deck to follow a constant grade rising 3 m from
bank to bank from the low point situated 1 m
above the calculated 1:50 year flood line on the
north bank.
A suspension-type structure was chosen to
cater for a free span of 90 m which would obviate
the need for intermediate supports located within
the environmentally sensitive river channel. Severe
annual flooding of the river would also have
required a substructure of considerable strength
to resist flood and debris forces. Obviating the
need for construction of bridge piers within the
river channel greatly simplified the environmental
approval process which was an important require-

ment given the very short time available to design and construct the bridge.
A suspension type structure would also permit
the bridge deck to be located well above the surrounding floodplain providing a higher factor of
safety against flood damage at little extra cost in
the event of more severe flooding than the 1:50
year design flood specified for the structure.

ENVIRONMENTAL  

HYBRID SUSPENSION BRIDGE

Client requirements dictated that this fast-track
project be designed, put out to tender and completed within a five-month period. The originally
defined four-month contract period was cut to
three months due to the inclusion of the Christmas
break in the tender period.
For various reasons the contractor was unable
to achieve completion within the three-month
contract period specified and the R2 million
project – which included arranging for environmental approvals, land survey, tribal authority

A hybrid structure was designed in preference to
the more conventional suspension bridge in order
to limit live load deflections and sidesway which
is often exhibited in lightweight, long-span suspension bridges. These dynamic deflections are
uncomfortable or even dangerous for pedestrians
under adverse loading conditions.
This hybrid structure incorporates elements
of a conventional suspension bridge and elements
of a truss type structure and exploits the ability of
highly stressed suspension cables acting in tension
to also act as compression members of the bracing
truss. In addition, the light steel truss added to
the suspension bridge is capable of carrying the
imposed loading directly back to the supports.
The eight suspension cables were sized to
carry all dead and imposed loads. Multiple cables
were used in preference to using two larger
cables purely because of their immediate off the
shelf availability.
The width between cable centerlines was set
at 3 m with the walkway consisting of modular
components of 1,2 m width placed midway
between the suspension cables. This approach
also limits the application of eccentric loading on
the structure.
This approach to the design was used to
create a very stable structure with very little
sidesway evident during unfavorable loading
conditions.

Environmental impact was reduced by constructing
the two towers and two anchorages well away from
the river channel. Only minimal site establishment
was required. Site delivery of readymixed concrete
obviated the need to bring sand and stone to site
and site generated waste was therefore minimised.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT      

approvals, gaining permission to occupy the site
from private landowners etc and completion of
design and tender procedures and construction of
the structure – was eventually achieved within a
more realistic ten months.
Community support for the project was evident during the entire project and materials left
unguarded on site for extended periods were not
touched. The structure has made a big difference to
an entire community and saved many man-hours
previously spent walking around the obstacle or for
the younger people risking their lives by swimming
across the river.

OTHER PROJECTS
The client was so impressed with the final result
in terms of form, function and ease of construction that the design was chosen for use in several
other footbridge projects during the 2007/08
financial year.

FABRICATION AND CONSTRUCTION
Apart from the main H-section towers all other
components were designed for modular off site
fabrication and sufficiently lightweight to be
handled generally by two or at most four persons
in order to facilitate erection without heavy lifting
equipment at this remote site.
Cable sizes were chosen according to
strength requirements and availability. Friction
grip bolts were used in all joints subject to
dynamic forces and stress reversal to limit the
possibility of connections failing prematurely due
to the wear of conventionally bolted connections
under dynamic loading. All steel components
were hot dip galvanised before being delivered
to the site.
Other components of the structure included
rock anchors on the south bank, construction of
a reinforced concrete and earth mass gravity anchor on the north bank where no rock at shallow
depth was present.
All excavations for the reinforced concrete
bases were completed by hand using local people
sourced from the area. Readymixed concrete was
brought in by road to obviate the need for site
mixing of the small quantities required and to
prevent waste material on site.

GRACELANDS PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE
Pietermaritzburg Branch Award
for Technical Excellence
KEY PLAYERS

Client KwaZulu-Natal Department of Transport
Design and project management Emzansi Consulting Engineers (Geoff Bouttell – now GDB Engineers)
Contractors African Access International / Somerset Oaks Trading CC
Subcontractors Cousins Steel International / Big Red Rigging
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Innovative structural
steel tied arch footbridge
This project forms part of the
prestigious development of the
Knightsbridge complex at Century
City. The structure provides pedestrian and golf cart access and carries
services to Knightsbridge Island.
Several challenges had to be innovatively overcome during design
and construction. Not least of these
involved the structural steel arches,
which were to be constructed from
a bent 457 mm tubular section. The
final solution saw the tubular sections rolled and bent in Gauteng,
transported to the DLE yard in sections where they were sandblasted,
galvanised and welded. After this
they were transported to site where
they were erected adjacent to the
bridge location before being moved
into the final position. The structure
incorporated existing piers, which
had not been designed to withstand
significant lateral load. This required
the arch to be ‘tied’ so as not to induce lateral loads onto the pierheads

The prestigious Knightsbridge development
in Century City required numerous canal crossings, both vehicular and pedestrian, to provide
access to the Knightsbridge Island. At this particular location, three existing piers were located on
the site, a result of previous unfinished development in the area, and it was decided to incorporate these into the new structure. It was required
that the structure carry a trough containing services in the form of five 11 kV cables to the island.
These cables need to be inspected and serviced
periodically, and so the deck surfacing needs
to be able to be removed in sections. Sufficient
clearance was required beneath the structure to
allow canal traffic to pass underneath, but the
approaches to the bridges were limited in terms

of gradient as the bridge needed to be suitable
for wheelchair and golf cart usage.
The initial proposal carried over the architecture of the early stages of the Canal Walk
development. This comprised a two-span arch
bridge with a reinforced concrete deck. The
client’s decision to opt for a more eye-catching
design resulted in a proposal from architects
Boogertman and Partners in Pretoria. This proposal required considerable space to found the
arch bases and also presented some serious construction challenges, including a tapering tubular
arch section! The proposal was modified to be
more symmetrical and fit in with the adjacent
proposed developments. The central pier was to
be demolished and the bridge would span the

STRUCTURAL STEEL TIED ARCH
FOOTBRIDGE, CENTURY CITY
Western Cape Branch Award for
Technical Excellence
KEY PLAYERS

Client Century City Property Developers
Architect Boogertman and Partners
Landscape architect Planning Partners
Structural engineers HHO Africa
Main contractor Peak Projects
Specialist steel contractor DLE Engineering
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full canal, and have two jack spans on either side.
This proposal was accepted.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
The structural modelling and analysis of the
bridge superstructure made use of the Prokon
suite of structural analysis programs. A threedimensional linear elastic frame analysis was
performed on the full structure, checking for
maximum deflections as well as for maximum
moments and axial forces in the individual
members. The deck live loading was taken as a
standard uniformly distributed load for pedestrian loading, with additional point loads for golf
cart traffic incorporated into certain load cases.
The dynamic effects of pedestrian loading were
also considered, and it was found that the mass
of the cable trough in combination with the
cross bracing minimised the dynamic response
induced by pedestrian loading.
Upon investigation it was discovered that
the existing piers were not capable of withstanding any significant lateral loads, especially
not the type of load that would be induced by a
purely arched system. Thus it was deemed necessary to use a ‘tied’ arch system, incorporating
the axial strength of the deck’s longitudinal
members to counter the induced horizontal
force. The resultant force on the existing pier
would then only be a vertical reaction. It was
also necessary then to allow movement at one
support so that any temperature effect (such as
the thermal expansion of the deck) would not
induce lateral forces into the pier heads. This was
achieved by using a Teflon sliding plate under
the western baseplates to the arches. Slotted
bolt holes allowed for a limited range of expansion and contraction.

and the existing central pier was demolished to
the level of the canal floor. The remaining pier
heads required modification and the closed type
reinforced concrete abutments were constructed
on either side of the structure.
It was decided that the deck would be
erected in situ on props while the arches would
be assembled and erected adjacent to the
bridge site. This allowed for the two tasks to be
performed simultaneously, thereby reducing the
length of time required. The arches had been
fabricated in segments and had been transported to site in three pieces per arch (15 m,
3 m, 15 m). Four ‘dummy’ bases were cast to the
correct dimensions approximately 30 m away
from the bridge piers in order to erect the arch
superstructure. Before raising the arches at the
trial site, the three segments were welded together and given galvanic protection in the form
of zinc-based ‘Coldgalv’ paint.
1

Y

ERECTION
Two earth berms were created across the canal
on either side in order to drain the bridge site,
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
While it is acknowledged that this project may
perhaps not have been the cheapest option for
providing access and services to Knightsbridge
Island, the client sought to create a feature of
the structure and make it an eye-catching element of the surrounding development. The use
of a tied arch structure provided an elegant
solution and the efforts that were made by the
engineers in overcoming various design and
construction challenges have proved worthwhile.
1 Preliminary design model for bridge superstructure
2 Overhead view
3 Arch assembly adjacent to bridge site
4 Placing of arch superstructure

2

FABRICATION
Possibly the most challenging aspect of this
project was the fabrication of the two main arch
members. These were to be constructed from
heavy 457 mm tubular steel sections bent to a
radius of 20,78 m. During the preliminary design
phase, the difficulty with which such a section
could be sourced was underestimated. Several
alternatives were investigated, including using
straight chords to create the arch shape as well as
a trussed arch, but none matched the elegance
and simplicity of the curved tubular section. It
was perhaps only the assistance of the executive
director of the Southern African Institute of Steel
Construction, Dr Hennie de Clercq, that finally
led to the location of a willing supplier. Mining
Pressure Systems in Gauteng bent the section to
the required radius in 6 m lengths, which were
then cut down to 5 m lengths as the last 0,5 m of
section could not be bent.
These lengths were transported to the DLE
Engineering yard in Cape Town where they
were sandblasted to remove a crust formed in
the bending process, galvanised and welded
together.

The welds were ground flat to minimise the
visual interference with the smooth lines of the
arch. The welds were also coated on the inside
of the arch through holes left in the sections for
lighting purposes. Once the two arches were
raised, the cross bracing could then be attached,
and the final ‘brilliant white’ finishes could be
applied to the structure.
The deck sections were assembled on temporary props until such time as they could be
suspended from the arch. After the deck had
been assembled, the two arches with their connected bracing were moved into position using a
mobile crane. The deck was suspended from the
arches and the deck surfacing could continue.

4
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Pinnacle Point Beach and Golf Resort a

world-class development
The intent of the developers of the Pinnacle Point Beach and Golf
Resort was to transform a prime cliff top site on the southern Cape
coast into a world-class residential resort and golf venue. The
site features two secluded beaches, indigenous Cape vegetation
and one of the most temperate climates in the world. However,
developing the area necessitated overcoming the challenges posed
by a geologically difficult and environmentally neglected site

Pinnacle Point Beach and Golf Resort is a
superlative example of how skilful design, civil
engineering and responsible development can
overcome the challenges posed by a difficult site
to transform a landscape that was in serious environmental decline.
Situated 6 km to the west of Mossel Bay, the
resort has been developed on 400 ha of land with
a 3,8 km coastline frontage. The cliff tops overlook
two secluded beaches and caves that have major
archaeological significance. One quarter of the
land has been cleared of alien flora and preserved
as a nature reserve, home to indigenous wildlife,
birdlife and 264 varieties of fynbos.
Integrated into this unique environment
are upmarket residential developments and an
eighteen-hole championship golf course, which
has already achieved the status of being among
the best new courses in the world.

OVERCOMING ENGINEERING CHALLENGES
Despite its location in a scenically beautiful cliff
top position, the development necessitated
overcoming many challenges posed by a geologically difficult and environmentally sensitive site.
Significant archaeological, social-economic, architectural and landscaping issues also had to be addressed. Some of these are briefly discussed below.

Environmental sensitivity

PINNACLE POINT BEACH AND GOLF RESORT
Winner of the Southern Cape Branch Award,
entered in the Technical Excellence category
KEY PLAYERS

Client Pinnacle Point Holdings
Civil, Structural and electrical Engineers Africon with SHE Consultants; Bailey & Le Roux; Insite;
Ecosense; SIP Project Managers; Matkovich & Hayes; Dr Peter Nilssen; Hilland & Associates;
EHH Achitect, Lance Kinnear Architects
Contractors Power Construction Coastal; Urhwebo e-Transand; DHL Developments; Gordon
Verhoef & Krause; Civils 2000; Matkovich & Hayes; IGL Solutions
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An environmental impact assessment in 2000
highlighted the site’s neglected state. It also indicated the potential for a suitable development
to improve the situation. By the time project construction commenced, invasion by alien vegetation had increased further following severe fires.
However, the resort site was environmentally sensitive in two particular respects: there are substantial
areas of three highly significant types of fynbos,
and the potential existed for exposing important
archaeological deposits (the region is internationally renowned for important Middle Stone Age and
Early Stone Age artefacts).
Consequently ‘search and rescue’ procedures
for flora and fauna were developed and enforced
at all excavation sites. The sites were further
monitored for archaeological relevance prior to
approving construction work. During construction, the layout of the golf course and the estate
frequently had to be amended as environmentally

Translating the golf course design and the resort into
reality under the extreme conditions of the site has been
a challenging engineering and management exercise
sensitive areas were encountered and innovative
mitigating engineering solutions created.

dam for later use as irrigation water on the 60 ha
golf course.

Waste water treatment

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Prior to the establishment of the resort, an existing Waste Water Treatment Works (WWTW)
was already operating above its maximum capacity of 1,0 Mℓ/day, resulting in unregulated discharge into the sea. After evaluating the various
options, Africon designed and was responsible for
the construction management of a new activated
sludge works with a capacity of 3,7 Mℓ/day. The
new WWTW was located in a derelict sand quarry
in order to minimise its impact on the environment. The treated effluent from the works is disinfected and stored in a single 5,0 Mℓ maturation

Translating the golf course design and the resort
into reality under the extreme conditions of the site
has been a challenging engineering and management exercise. The engineer’s experience and skill
gained on similar previous projects has, however,
enabled the development team and renowned
South African golf course architect Peter Matkovich
to take full advantage of the magnificent cliff top
location. The excellent layout and attention to
detail design of the course has already been recognised by the accolade of Pinnacle Point being one
of the ‘Top 10’ new golf courses in the world.
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Umhlanga stormwater
The new Umhlanga stormwater outfall pier is a continuation of a
box culvert which is also under construction at present. The pier will
extend approximately 85 m across the beach to a deep-water channel
to ensure maximum dispersal of stormwater into the sea. It will
be unlike any constructed in the region previously with long-span
sections on columns to permit continuous access along the beach. The
architectural styling has been a very important element of the design
and is in keeping with the proposed improvements to the promenade

UMHLANGA STORMWATER PIER
Durban Branch Award for Technical Excellence
KEY PLAYERS

Client eThekwini Municipality
Concept, project management and stormwater design Coastal, Stormwater
and Catchment Management Department

Structural design Structures Branch, Roads Provision Department
Architect André Duvenage
Electrical/lighting design Rob Anderson
Contractor ICON/ESOR JV
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The main stormwater system that collects
runoff from the greater part of Umhlanga Rocks
was found to have inadequate future capacity
and a series of contracts to increase the size of
the lower reaches of the system was commissioned. The final stage of these consisted of two
contracts; one for the construction of a large
underground box culvert from the intersection
of Tanager Road and Lagoon Drive to the promenade at the lower end of McCausland Crescent
and a second for the construction of an outfall
pier to carry the stormwater discharge across the
beach as far into the surf zone as possible.
The underground box culvert terminates
at the Umhlanga Promenade where it daylights
just above the beach. The culvert then continues
over the beach as the backbone of the pier. The
pier extends approximately 85 m to a deepwater
channel to ensure maximum dispersal of stormwater into the sea.
The nearby existing main stormwater outlet
that presently discharges onto Umhlanga beach
at Granny’s Pool will be rerouted to the new
system. While the Granny’s Pool outlet can never
be completely eliminated because of low level
connections from existing buildings, the quality
of the beach in this area should be greatly
improved. This will contribute to maintaining
Umhlanga’s blue flag status by reducing one of
the unsightly pools of stagnant water that sometimes form on an otherwise pristine beach.
The pier is unlike any previously constructed
in the region with 12 m long spans to permit
continuous public access along the beach
beneath the structure. The deck spans are supported on large single elliptical section columns

outfall pier
founded in turn on rectangular bases excavated
and anchored into competent rock. At the point
of transition from underground culvert to pier,
the cross-section changes from conventional box
to a shallower boat hull shape to disguise the
true function of the pier and provide a visually
more streamlined, less obtrusive appearance at
the edge of the structure.

FALSEWORK
Esor has constructed two piers off the Durban
beachfront in the past. These have both been
founded in beach sand, and so the challenges
of constructing a pier founded on rock were
new to us. The previous piers have consisted
largely of pre-cast elements held together with
relatively small amounts of in-situ concrete. The
Umhlanga Pier does not have a single pre-cast
element.
The architecturally pleasing design of the
concrete spans is a nightmare for formwork designers and manufacturers. Because of the intricacies of the formwork, it was designed in house
and manufactured by structural steel company
Avellini Brothers.
A further challenge was to support the concrete structure during erection of the formwork
and pouring of the concrete. Viewing the site on
a calm day and at low tide, the temptation was
to support the spans off the beach and underlying rock, using conventional staging. However,
it was elected to eliminate the risk of tidal action
by adopting a box girder system supported off
cantilever brackets tied to the columns. This
again proved to be the correct alternative during
the extraordinarily high seas of the first weekend

of April, when the support work was battered by
giant waves.
The box girders are relatively easy to slide
forward for subsequent pours, and the outer side
shutters are gangformed as much as possible for
speed of stripping and re-erecting. The internal
deck shutter is also constructed on a traveller for
speed of moving forward.
The column shutter was manufactured of
heavy steel sections to eliminate through-ties
and hence enhance the aesthetic appeal of
the design.

DECK AND SUPERSTRUCTURE
The superstructure is a reinforced concrete
‘double-box’ section with six spans of 12 m and
a 7,5 m cantilevered viewing platform at the
end. In cross-section the deck slab tapers out
from 7,9 m wide at the abutment to 9,6 m at the
seaward end.
The functional portion of the superstructure
comprises twin 2,8 m x 1,6 m voids that carry
the stormwater from the culvert to the outlet
into the sea just beyond the last column and it
is this ‘double-box’ section that forms the main
structural component. The design and staged
construction of the superstructure is based very
much on the design methodology of a bridge
deck with the obvious exclusion being internal
cross-beams at the supports. These were simulated by a thickened rib cradling the structure
over the supports.
During times of low flow, the water is
channelled into one box and drained down the
centre of the last column rather than left to
trickle out of the end of the outlet.

DESIGN CONCEPT
The functional double-box superstructure was
the starting point and inspiration for the development of the pier’s three-dimensional design
theme with strong maritime overtones.
Elliptical lighting masts make subtle reference
to the skeleton of a large sea mammal. These are
being fabricated from durable glass reinforced
polyester with a weathered copper finish.
The functional stormwater void (the belly of
the pier) has a shark-like mouth where the water
discharges into the sea. The deck cantilevers
some 6 m beyond the mouth. Visitors will be
able to see and hear the water whilst standing
on a large grating made from a ‘pultruded’ (extruded glass reinforced polyester) material.

LIGHTING   
An LED-based lighting solution was selected.
Although LED (light emitting diode) lighting
solutions have been available for many years, it
is only during the last three years that this technology has achieved outputs high enough to be
used for pedestrian, decorative and even more
recently, automotive lighting.

IN CLOSING
The project has been a particularly pleasurable
one for all concerned – not just because of technical interest, but also because of the excellent
team spirit that has prevailed at every stage of
the job.
1 Artist’s impression of the finished pier
2 View of the pier under construction showing the falsework,

concrete reinforcement and box girder system

1

2
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c o m m u n i t y - b ased p r o j ec t s

Bringing communities together
A bridge constructed across the White Mfolozi River at Qwasha, in the
district of Ulundi, provides long-awaited relief for many of the scholars
at Nomzimani High School, who for years have had to cross this
dangerous river to get to school. The decision to provide for vehicles
to cross the river as well will add considerable benefit to the Nobamba
community to the southwest of the river, as their travelling distance
to Ulundi will be reduced by over 20 km. The construction of the bridge
and associated roadworks made use of labour-intensive techniques
to provide some 3 500 person-days of local work opportunities
1

The construction of a bridge over the White
Mfolozi River at Qwasha in the Ulundi district of
KwaZulu-Natal is a relatively small project which has
had a major impact on a large community on both
sides of the river and therefore provides an excellent
rate of return for the investment. The final cost of
the works was R5,8 million.
The project has three primary benefits:
■ The bridge provides safe all-weather access to the
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high school children from the Nobamba community who have to cross this dangerous river twice
daily to attend school. A number of community
members also have to cross the river to gain access to health care facilities on the other side
■ The bridge brings together two large adjacent
communities who have been living in isolation over many years because they live at the
end of the road and there is no vehicular river

crossing for many kilometres both upstream and
downstream. For the first time the Nobamba
and Mbatha people will have the opportunity to
work together to develop their area by having a
through-road
■ The new bridge shortens the travelling distance
to the commercial centre of Ulundi for the
Nobamba people by over 20 km and opens up
the area to better public transport

PURPOSE
A national television broadcast in late summer of
2004 showed the plight of schoolchildren from the
Nomzimane High School having to cross a swollen
Mfolozi River to get to school. This put their lives
in jeopardy and resulted in frequent school absenteeism, particularly in the summer months.
On seeing the broadcast, the KwaZulu-Natal
Department of Transport sent out a team to investigate and prepare a report to possibly construct a
pedestrian bridge across the river. During the time
that funds were being sourced by the department,
the South African National Roads Agency (SANRAL)
offered to fund and manage the construction of
the bridge under their community development
programme. A further joint inspection of the site
resulted in the decision to construct the bridge to
also accommodate vehicles, as the two communities were isolated from each other by the large river.
It was decided that the project should be
undertaken on a partnership basis with SANRAL
funding the bridge and approaches and the
KwaZulu-Natal Department of Transport funding
the access roads to the bridge site from the provincial road network, as this would result in a saving in
travelling distance to Ulundi of some 20 km for the
community to the west of the river.
The two communities concerned (see locality
plan) are the Nobamba community in the southwest, whose learners attend the Nomzimane High
School in the area of the Mbatha community to the
northeast of the river. Before the construction of the
bridge the two communities were separated by over
60 km by road.

SITE
The project is located in a very beautiful part of the
White Mfolozi Valley some 12 km to the southwest
of Ulundi, near the settlement of Qwasha. It is fairly
remote and literally at the end of the road from
both sides of the valley, hence the importance of
connecting the communities.
At the crossing, the river has a catchment of
3 235 km2 and is prone to regular flooding in the

1 Locality plan
2 Setting up the beam-casting beds

2

3

3 Placing beams with an excavator
4 The completed bridge with roadworks to follow

summer months. According to locals, the Demoina
flood level was some 6 m to 7 m above the present
riverbed level. Flooding was therefore a very real
threat and needed to be taken into consideration in
the design and construction programme.
The natural beauty of the site required the
implementation of a rigidly enforced environmental
management plan (EMP) with heavy fines for transgressions.

CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
The project consists of a seven-span single-lane concrete road bridge with a pedestrian walkway. Also
included are 500 m of approach roadworks in concrete and the betterment and gravelling of 10 km of
local road back to the provincial road network.
The bridge is designed at a level for a 1:10 return flood to pass through with reinforced concrete
beams and in-situ concrete infill to avoid staging
in the river. The piers are all founded on rock with
dowels, as the bridge is positioned on a dolerite
dyke which is located immediately downstream
from where the children cross the river. The upstream faces of the piers are sloped back to prevent
the build-up of debris.
The remoteness of the site called for a simple
design which made provision for most of the work
to be done by local labour using small concrete
mixers. Owing to the steep and geometrically tight
approaches to the bridge, it was decided to surface
them in concrete. The contractor set up a simple
work procedure using hand tools to construct the
concrete paving, which resulted in a good finish to
the riding surface and extended the work opportunities for the local labourers.

4

TRAINING AND JOB CREATION
Apart from providing much-needed infrastructure,
one of the objectives of the project was to provide
local work opportunities and training. A number of
initiatives were included in the construction – a few
are discussed below.

Joint venture
In order to encourage the development of
emerging contractors, it was decided to let the
contract as a joint venture between an established
contractor and a Stage 4 Vukuzakhe emerging
contractor. The successful JV between Blueprint
Construction and Mfihleleni provided the opportunity for the contractors to work closely together to
produce a very good result.

Job creation
Six members from each community were employed
for virtually the full duration of the contract. This
resulted in 3 450 person-days, 58% for youth and
14% for women.

CLOSING REMARK
The project was carried out within the allocated
budget and was substantially complete for use by
the community within the contract period.

BRIDGE ACROSS THE WHITE MFOLOZI RIVER
Winner of the category Community-Based Projects
KEY PLAYERS

Client South African National Roads Agency (SANRAL); KwaZulu-Natal Department of Transport
Bridge design SANRAL
Design review SSI Engineers and Environmental Consultants
Supervising engineer SSI Engineers and Environmental Consultants
Contractors Mfihleleni Construction / Blueprint Construction JV
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A project in the community,  
The Makwane Road Project in QwaQwa in the Free State was completed
in December 2006 after a 24-month construction period. The project
was carried out under the Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP)
and consisted of 19 small projects involving 27 small, inexperienced
local contractors. The existing, very poor quality dirt road (13 km)
was upgraded to a high standard block road, with numerous benefits
to the community and road users. The project was completed
within time and budget. The project has been voted the best EPWP
project in South Africa at the 2007 EPWP Recognition Awards

MAKWANE ROAD PROJECT
Commendation in the category
Community-Based Projects
Entered by Drakensberg Branch
KEY PLAYERS

Client Department of Public Works, Roads and Transport, Free State Provincial Government
Construction project managers Kelopile Project Management/Mthombeni and
Associates JV (Bloemfontein)

Design and supervision engineers DMV Consulting Engineers (Harrismith)
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The Makwane Road project consists of the
upgrading of 13,0 km of existing gravel provincial
road which consists of two roads, namely S1499
(3,5 km) and S1500 (9,5 km). The consultant’s
estimate for the work was R50 million. It is an
Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP)
project which has as its aim labour-intensive work
(job creation) and small contractor development.
Since as an existing road was involved, there
was only minor cut-and-fill operations. The rest of
the work involved extensive drainage structures,
bridge construction, side drains, construction of
bus shelters and pedestrian pathways. The structural layers consisted of a selected subgrade, lime
stabilised subbase layer and the final layer consists
of interlocking block paving. Paving blocks were
decided on because of its low maintenance costs
despite the initial higher cost of construction.
The design of the road has been adapted
to a labour-intensive design to create more jobs
for the local community and to cater for small
contractors doing the work. The project has
therefore been unbundled into smaller projects
doing the work on labour-intensive methods.
Less capital is needed by the small contractors,
which enables them to tender competitively on
the contracts. There has been a very high level of
skill transfer to the small contractors and also to
the labour force.
Drainage activities are better suited for a
labour-intensive approach and the conventional
pre-cast culvert design has therefore been
adapted to an in-situ construction using brick
walls and a concrete slab cast on site. On the side
drains the concrete lining has been replaced with
a stone pitch lining which drastically improved
the job creation figures. Stone for the stone
pitching was collected from the local rivers and
streams and the local community was encouraged to get involved in the project by collecting
and delivering stone to the contract sites on a
supply and deliver basis. All excavation for culverts, side drains, sub-surface drainage, etc, was
restricted to hand excavation.
The design of the bus stop was changed from
pre-cast to an in-situ construction building, using
bricks and a pre-cast roof cast on site. This approach not only proved to be more labour-intensive, but also lowered the costs substantially.

  by the community
1

JOB CREATION
An average of 684 people were employed per
month over the construction period, while 1 414
jobs were created in this period. In August 2006
the monthly employment figure on the contract
peaked at 1 001.
The project was unbundled into 19 smaller
contracts, but to accommodate the maximum
training potential 27 locals were registered on
the contractor development programme as
learner contractors. They were registered on the
national data base for the National Certificate in
Construction Contracting labour-days.
At contract completion about 221 000 labour-days had been created and approximately
R10,0 million paid in wages – money spent in
the community, by the community. All plant and
equipment was hired within the community and
approximately R11,0 million was spent on plant
and material purchases.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Consultants
A combined materials testing laboratory was
established and process control testing required
by the contractors, as well as acceptance testing,
was carried out by this laboratory. The laboratory was managed by DMV Consulting, who
appointed a senior materials engineer in this
position.

2

Labour-intensive construction is notorious for
poor quality of workmanship. For this reason the
consultants exercised a high level of quality management, which meant testing the end product
at higher frequencies than what is specified, and
very important, daily site visits to all contractors.

Contractors
The contractors together with the mentors developed a contractor quality management system on
site which ensured that all work produced conformed to specification. Before any activity could
commence by a contractor it had to be preceded
by a test section conducted by the mentor and the
construction team. The engineer’s representative
(ER) or his assistant also attended the test sections. Only when everybody was in agreement
as to what needed to be done and how was the
contractor allowed to proceed. All completed work
was then submitted for approval to the ER once
the contractor was satisfied that it conformed to
the specification. This process resulted in a very
low rejection of completed work.

CHALLENGES
A number of major challenges were faced on the
project:
■ Shortage of technical skills in the area
■ Being a road construction contract, hard labour is required on some activities which was

1 The condition of the road before construction
2 Construction in progress
3 The work is about to be finished

3

not suitable for women

■ The local plant supplier’s equipment was of
poor quality and poorly maintained. There is
a need to support local plant and equipment
suppliers in the QwaQwa region
■ There is only one crusher company in the area.
Owing to a lack of competition, the price of
crushed material is not market related and the
service was extremely poor at times

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Makwane Road Project has been a major
achievement for all those involved:
■ It was a first-time EPWP project for all involved
■ There was no principal contractor
■ The project was unbundled into 19 small
projects involving 27 small, inexperienced local
contractors, some in joint ventures
■ About 221 000 person-days of employment
have been generated by the project (a total of
1 414 job opportunities)
■ Training of both the contractors and the labour
force constituted a major part of the project
■ Labour-intensive design principles were followed throughout the project
■ Quality management was maintained at the
highest standard, based on COLTO specifications
■ The project was completed within time and
budget
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Tsitsa River Bridge now serving
The Tsitsa River Bridge project for the Laleni community in the
Eastern Cape was recently completed. The project consisted of a
bridge over 100 m long and 2 km of approach roads. Funding was
provided by the South African National Roads Agency after the
community petitioned the Office of the President. Numerous lives
had been lost when community members attempted to cross the
river on their way to the nearest town of Qumbu as well as local
schools and clinics. The project provided a major economic stimulus
to the region through the use of local suppliers and labour

The Laleni community lives in a small area on
the west bank of the Tsitsa River in the Eastern
Cape. The nearest town and administrative area
is Qumbu, which is approximately 15 km north
of the village. Access to Qumbu has historically
been difficult with community members either
travelling south to the N2 on district road D8170
and then on to Qumbu (a distance of over
45 km) or crossing the river on boat or by foot
and travelling on the D8167 and N2 to Qumbu
(a distance of less than 20 km). Residents also
cross the river to make use of the secondary
school and clinic, for social engagements, and to
access natural resources such as firewood. During
low-flow periods it is possible to wade across the
river. A dilapidated boat was also used occasionally as a ferry. While crossing the river during low
flows was merely inconvenient, it was extremely
hazardous attempting the crossing in mediumand high-flow conditions. An average of five lives
were lost every year.
The Laleni community have petitioned
provincial government officials for many years to
provide a bridge across the Tsitsa River. An application for CMIP funding was turned down in
2003 as a result of the high cost of the structure.
Following this setback members of the ward committee approached the Office of the President
for assistance. This request was forwarded to the
Minister of Transport, who in turn forwarded it to
SANRAL.

DESIGN APPROACH

CONSTRUCTION OF THE TSITSA RIVER
BRIDGE FOR THE LALENI COMMUNITY
Winner of the Best Presentation Award
Entered by Durban Branch
KEY PLAYERS

Client SANRAL Eastern Region
Consulting engineers Goba (Pty) Ltd
Contractor ZEK Construction
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Staff from SANRAL’s Eastern Region met with
the community in December 2004 to discuss
their requirements and to assess the feasibility
of building a structure across the river. SANRAL
commissioned an environmental consultant
to carry out a detailed environmental study
and scoping report. Owing to the large size of
the Tsitsa River, a specialist was appointed to
undertake a hydraulic analysis. The structural
design work was carried out in house by SANRAL,
thereby reducing external costs and maximising
the construction expenditure on the community.
The challenge for SANRAL was to design a
cost-effective solution with a high level of service
and low maintenance costs. The Tsitsa River is a
large tributary of the Mzimvubu River, the largest
in the Eastern Cape. It was therefore apparent
from the outset that hydraulic considerations

the Laleni community
would have a large bearing on the structural solution adopted.
The Tsitsa River at the point of crossing
has a catchment area of over 4 300 km2 and a
watercourse length of 180 km. The region is characterised by heavy summer rain with an average
annual rainfall of 860 mm. There is a significant
seasonal difference in flow rates with a mean
winter flow rate of 8 m3/s and a mean summer
flow rate of 42 m3/s.
Fortunately founding conditions for the
proposed structure were good with a slightly
to moderately weathered medium hard rock
sandstone shelf extending across the riverbed.
Structural forms that were considered during
preliminary design included a suspension bridge,
a steel truss bridge and a multiple span reinforced
concrete bridge. The multiple-span reinforced
concrete bridge was considered the most appropriate bridge as it was the only form that easily
accommodated vehicles and pedestrians, had low
maintenance costs and would provide the most
benefit to the community during the construction stage. Two options for the concrete bridge
were considered: a high-level structure above
the 1:50 year flood and a lower level structure
slightly above the 1:5 year flood level. The highlevel structure had a total length of 133 m and
a height of approximately 7,5 m. In comparison
the lower level structure had a length of only
102,6 m and a height of approximately 5 m. A
cost benefit analysis indicated that the low-level
option would be the most appropriate, as it was
substantially cheaper whilst still providing a high
level of service.
The bridge has nine 11,4 m equal spans. The
deck is supported on wall type piers and abutments. The piers have inclined upstream faces
to limit debris accumulation. The substructures
1

were anchored into the base rock by drilling and
anchoring large diameter bars to an approximate
depth of 1,5 m. The deck consists of precast inverted T-beams with in-situ concrete infill. In view
of the proportionately high volume of pedestrian
traffic to vehicular traffic, the deck has a single
vehicle lane and a dedicated pedestrian walkway.
A concrete road approximately 100 m long was
provided on the bridge approaches as a result of
the steep approach grades and to prevent potential erosion when large floods passed through.

CONSTRUCTION
Goba were appointed as the consulting engineers
to carry out a check on the client’s design and
tender document, adjudicate the tenders received
and monitor construction.
The successful contractor, ZEK Construction,
commenced work in September 2005. Diversion
structures consisting of geofabric-lined gabion
baskets and earth embankments were formed
to facilitate the construction of the piers and
abutments. Although the diversion structures
were washed away on a number of occasions,
the contractor finished the sub-structures on programme. Precast beams for the deck were constructed on a level area adjacent to the eastern
river bank. The beams were placed sequentially
from the eastern abutment so that all in situ deck
concrete could be transported by wheelbarrow.
The approach roads were formed with
conventional earth moving equipment. All stormwater drainage and erosion protection measures
were constructed by hand. These included stone
masonry headwalls and catchpits, stone pitched
side drains, and gabion mattresses and baskets.
All hand stone was sourced on site and local labourers trained in stone masonry techniques and
the construction of gabion baskets.
2

1 The Laleni community are separated from the nearest town of
Qumbu by the Tsitsa River, which is a large tributary of the Mzimvubu
River, the largest in the Eastern Cape
2 A suitable location for a bridge structure was found a short
distance upstream from the community’s normal crossing point
3 Considering that the project was initiated by the community,
SANRAL resolved to ensure that benefits to the community were
maximised during the construction stage
4 The bridge deck is made up of precast inverted T-beams with insitu concrete infill and is supported on wall type piers and abutments.
The piers have sloped upstream faces to limit debris accumulation
5 Once the precast beams had been placed dowel bars were
installed in to the piers and reinforcing bars were put in place
5

4

3
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Tsitsa River Bridge project involved more
than 73 000 person-hours of employment
– including training and skills development
for local labour – while more than R1 million
rand was paid in wages. In addition, more than
R1,7 million rand was paid to local suppliers
and plant hire. Total expenditure in the region
was nearly R2,9 million of a construction cost of
R7,2 million.
The new infrastructure provides the Laleni
community with easy and safe access to the
facilities on the east bank of the river and a direct route to Qumbu. Additional benefits to the
community included the provision of a sports
field, improved access to the Laleni primary
school and the rehabilitation of the existing
borrow pits.

6

7

8

9

6 Other labour-intensive activities on site included the construction

of large gabion retaining walls adjacent to the abutments

7 At each end of the bridge an approximately 100 m continuously

reinforced concrete pavement was constructed due to the steep grades
8 The bridge was connected to district roads to the east and west of
the Tsitsa River via an approach road 2 km in length.
The base was constructed from gravel material sourced from existing
borrow pits in the area
9 The Tsitsa River Bridge has greatly improved the Laleni
community’s access to facilities and amenities
they had previously struggled to reach
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More than just safe sanitation
A project steering committee (PSC) was
formed at the beginning of this project to inform
the community about the benefits of the project.
Three different types of ventilated improve
pit (VIP) toilets – Archloo, Everite and Block
toilets – were constructed as demonstration
toilets and their advantages and disadvantages
explained. The community was then given the
opportunity to choose their favoured toilet
structure, and most people preferred the
Archloo.
This project was highly innovative in its form
of contract. The builders were working as independent contractors, that is, they had a contract
with the householders and not with Amanz’
abantu or Arcus Gibb.

ARCHLOO
The Archloo structure was originally designed
and developed by Dr Peter Glover in KwaZuluNatal. The lessons learnt and experience gained
by Makhetha on the KZN BoTT Programme and
Amanz’ abantu on the Port St Johns and Qanda
sanitation projects were made available to Arcus
Gibb and Amanz’ abantu for the planning of the
Archloo construction programme.
The many advantages of the Archloo construction include:
■ Easily transportable materials The materials used
to construct the Archloo (hessian, cement,
water, timber frames, vent pipes) are easily
transported – even donkeys and carts can be
used to transport the materials to inaccessible
areas
■ Strong structure The Archloo is designed in
such a way that the structure is always in compression and very strong. It has been known
to withstand tornados and other hazards such
as bumping by large animals, which utterly
destroy less sturdy structures.
■ Labour intensive This type of toilet can be
constructed using locally trained men and
women with no previous formal construction
experience
■ Cost effective The cost of constructing these
toilets is very low compared to many other
toilet structures

The Chris Hani District Municipality was faced with a lack of sanitation
delivery. In 2004, they appointed Arcus Gibb as the consultants and
project managers/implementing agents for the Engcobo sanitation
project. The scope of works comprised the construction of 5 512
Archloo toilets in Wards 1 and 3 in Engcobo. The project was funded
through a Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) and the Department
of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF) at a value of R19,6 million
and trailers, accommodation and rent as well as
sand and timber products has brought approximately a further R1,6 million to local businesses.

CHALLENGES
There were a number of challenges during the
construction period in this project which included the following:

■ Inaccessible areas Some villages were inaccessible because of poor roads. Local donkey
carts were used to transport materials
■ Water not available Most villages do not have
water supplies and water had to be transported from nearby streams
■ Shortage of labour There was a constant
shortage of labour, as some workers did not

ENGCOBO SANITATION PROJECT
Category Community-Based Projects
Submitted by Amathole Branch

COMMUNITY BENEFITS
One of the major achievements on the project is
that 49 349 person-days have been worked by
the local community, bringing approximately
R3 million in wages into the community.
The use of local SMMEs to supply tractors

KEY PLAYERS

Client Chris Hani District Municipality
Consulting engineer Arcus Gibb
Sub-consultants Amanz’ abantu
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come to work every day. Some would leave
the project once they had accumulated
enough funds to cover transport costs in order
to seek new jobs in the major urban centres

OVERVIEW
Considering the following project management
principles, this project is viewed as a very successful project.
■ Time The 36 month project will be completed
within 28 months
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■ Cost The project is still within the approved
budget and the rate of about R3 140 per toilet
is highly cost effective
■ Quality The structures are of a high quality
as there were trained quality controllers
inspecting all structures during construction
and before handover
Employment generation was remarkable
300 local people on average were employed
throughout the construction period. The economical situation of the affected villages was

improved positively, as the community received
24% of the project contract value through
wages and the provision of locally sourced
services. The health and environment of the
communities has also been greatly enhanced.
Successful public relations and co-operation
have been established with the residents of the
affected communities.
This has been an extremely rewarding
project which has improved the lives of all the
communities.

Traffic training facility for

junior learners
The Eastern Cape Region of the South African Road Federation (SARF) a
few years ago embarked on a project to provide a traffic training facility
for junior learners in Port Elizabeth. This facility is situated adjacent to
the NU9 Motherwell Library and comprises a surfaced road layout which
includes a four-way intersection controlled by real working miniature
traffic lights, traffic circle, road signs and markings, playground
equipment for the grassed areas and a storage facility for the push
scooters and mobile signs

The main goal of this project was to create a
facility in a previously disadvantaged community
where learners from pre-school age to say Grade
5 could be taught the basics of road safety in a
fun environment.

DESCRIPTION
The traffic training facility comprises 190 m of
2 m wide premix surfaced and kerbed roadway
on 100 mm G3 base on 150 mm compacted subgrade. The training facility was built on a 500 m2
piece of land alongside the Motherwell Library in
Motherwell.

COMMUNITY SUPPORT
The success of the project and the support
received for it from the local residents and
the Motherwell Urban Renewal Programme
staff, Metro and library staff was largely due to
stakeholder involvement. All stakeholders were
consulted during the feasibility phase and kept
informed throughout the planning and implementation phases.
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SPONSERS
The main sponsors were Murray and Roberts, the
D G Murray Trust, Much Asphalt and Ninham
Shand. Other companies contributed through
their time and materials – namely Scribante
Construction and Philock signs. Without their
support this worthy project would not have become a reality.

The completed project showing the working
traffic lights, line markings and traffic signs

TRAFFIC TRAINING FACILITY
FOR JUNIOR LEARNERS
Category Community-Based Projects
KEY PLAYERS

Client Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality
Professional team South African Road Federation (SARF) Committee
Main contractors Jadelyn Construction cc
Major sub-contractors and suppliers Much Asphalt (Premix); Philock Signs
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The road to the future ...

. . . will be paved with superior asphalt products
All over South Africa
Using the latest world class technology
Delivered by our competent, service oriented and
environmentally responsible people.
Tel: +27 21 900-4400
Fax: +27 21 900-4468
E-Mail: info@muchasphalt.co.za
Web: www.muchasphalt.co.za

A Murray & Roberts company

I NT E R N A T I ON A L

Maguga hydropower project
Designed for substantial floods
and varying releases, the 26 m
high Maguga regulating mass
concrete weir consists of a
104 m long spillway, an outlet
works comprising two 35 m long
outlet channels with Crump
weirs to facilitate accurate
flow measurement. Innovative
features include the use of river
boulders to compensate for the
constraints in crushed concrete
aggregate supply. Outstanding
engineering was also achieved by
using the provided infrastructure
for the provision of the power
station, concrete bases for the
hydropower machines, industrial
floors and supports for the 61 t
gantry crane. A pre-cast 20 m
high stairway and offices were
added to the original structure

Plans for the development of a hydropower
scheme were included in the original designs of
the Maguga Dam, which was commissioned in
Swaziland in 2002. However, owing to a lack of
funding during the construction of the prestigious Maguga Dam, development of the hydropower component was postponed. By 2004, the
Swaziland Electricity Board (SEB) had secured
funding from the European Investment Bank and
Standard Bank (Swaziland) for the development
of the hydropower scheme. This included the
design and construction of a regulating weir

some 2,7 km downstream from the dam, the
construction of a 1,35 km of access road, the
concrete foundations for the mechanical equipment (turbine, generators and emergency valves
among others), the building work for the power
station, cable trenches and the steel superstructure at the power station.

TEAMS INVOLVED ON THE MAGUGA
HYDROPOWER PROJECT
The highly successful team involved in the
Maguga Dam continued working on behalf of

MAGUGU REGULATING WEIR, POWER STATION
FOUNDATION AND SUPERSTRUCTURE
International Category
Submitted by Maguga Dam Joint Venture
KEY PLAYERS

Client Komati Basin Water Authority
Professional team Maguga Dam Joint Venture (Ninham Shand, VKE, SRK, Goba and ZMCK)
Main contractor Group Five Swaziland
Sub-contractors Flowgate Projects, Gereg, Steel Metals, Redfab, Lafarge, Steeldale
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KOBWA/SEB and was responsible for the design
and construction supervision of the civil works
and project coordination of the overall project.
Group Five (Swaziland) was awarded the
civil construction contract while Alstom (Spain)
was awarded the contract to design, supply and
commission the turbines and generator. CONCO
(South Africa) was awarded the contract to
supply the electrical transformers and switchgear.

PROJECT COMPONENTS
The civil works for the Maguga hydropower
project consists of three principal features,
namely the power station, a regulating weir and
an access road.

The Maguga regulating weir
Water is abstracted from Maguga Dam during
periods of peak demand, and little or no water
is abstracted at other times. However, demand
for water from the Komati River downstream of
the dam is relatively constant, although it varies
seasonally.
The purpose of the Maguga regulating weir is
to combine the irrigation demand for water and
the required releases for electricity generation
by storing the high peak releases from the power
station (up to 25 m3/s) and provide a constant
release into the Komati River in satisfaction of
the water demands. The irrigation demands vary
between 2 m3/s and 15 m3/s. An average flow of
1 m3/s is also required to flow from the Komati
River into Mozambique.
A water balance analysis, which combined
the power generation and various river demand
scenarios over a 20-year period, was undertaken
to determine the most cost-efficient storage
volume for the Maguga regulating weir.
The following factors had to be considered in
the design of the required structure:
■ The design floods for the weir, which included
the recommended design discharge (RDD) of
4 200 m3/s and the safety evaluation flood of
12 400 m3/s, were relatively high
■ The sound geology favoured a concrete
structure
■ Sufficient quantities of impervious material
could not be found in the river basin, which

Construction of the Maguga weir after having
diverted the river through two box culverts
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precluded a clay core embankment
The final design of the Maguga regulating weir
resulted in a mass gravity concrete structure,
193 m long at the crest and 26 m high above the
lowest foundation, with a 104 m long overflow
spillway to accommodate the large floods. A stability analysis was undertaken with different load
conditions, including seismic loading. A drainage
gallery was provided to reduce the uplift pressure
under the structure and provide for remedial
grouting if necessary.
The 20,5 m wide reinforced concrete outlet
structure, located on the left flank of the weir
contains two self-regulating 1 600 mm diameter
steel diaphragm valves, the largest of their kind.
These valves are each capable of automatically
discharging flows of up to 12,5 m3/s under a varying head. A Crump weir is provided at the end
of a 30 m long by 8 m wide reinforced concrete
outlet channel for accurate flow measurement to
control the releases.
Prior to finalising the design of the weir, a
physical model study of the proposed outlet works
arrangement was done. The model study resulted
in refinements to the design which included the
installation concrete pipes stacked within the
channel to overcome cross wave action, the inclusion of corner baffles to reduce spouting of water,
and lengthening of the outlet channels.
Aggregates and river sand which were stockpiled on site during construction of Maguga Dam
were insufficient for the works. To reduce the
amount of aggregate required to be imported,
the mass concrete for the weir incorporated
between 15% and 25% river boulders (or rock
plums) of up to 1 m in diameter. These were
readily available in the riverbed. The inclusion of
plums also significantly reduced the overall heat
of hydration development.
The inclusion of the plums in the concrete
entailed a relatively lengthy process, which included collecting the plums, thorough washing,
stockpiling, wetting prior to placement (to reduce
water absorption from the concrete mix). Smaller
plums were hand place by a chain of labourers
while the larger plums were placed by crane.

Power station foundation
and superstructure
Two turbines, generators and auxiliary equipment
had to be placed in the machine shaft and con-

nected to the existing penstocks. A superstructure, together with offices, toilets, switchgear
rooms, control room, loading bays, etc, was provided over the machine shaft. These have been
provided with industrial floors, capable of carrying a heavy vehicle with a 35 t load. Although
working space was not always at a premium, an
outstanding finish was obtained as a result of
careful supervision and workmanship together
with a tight specification. A 750 mm thick cantilever slab was provided 15 m above the tailrace to
provide vehicular access for maintenance of the
stoplog gates.
The original design of the power station
machine shaft made certain assumptions, back
in 1998, regarding the turbines and other equipment that would be provided. This resulted
in various challenges for the present works,
including working within the constraints and
dimensions of the machine shaft. Large bases had
to be provided for the lattice columns to withstand the moments and forces induced by the
61 t gantry crane which fully spanned the 16 m
wide machine shaft. The forces resulting from
a sudden shutdown of the main inlet valve as a
result of a load rejection required the design of
a massive ground beam upstream of the turbine
inlet valve, which had to be built in two sections
since only one of the two penstocks could be
taken out of service at any one time in order to
maintain releases from Maguga Dam.
Certain built-in parts had to be fastened to
the existing heavily reinforced concrete walls
and floor of the machine shaft while drains and
complex cable trenching had to be provided in
the new concrete. Sections of the pre-existing
machine shaft floor had to be raised by 3 m and
the reinforcement for the generators had to start
at the invert of the existing floor to provide for
the transfer of the loading and full fixity. In order
to reduce the demand on aggregate, plums
were also included in sections of the floor that
did not require significant structural strength.
To overcome shrinkage of the concrete, tubes-àmanchette were included at interfaces to pressure
grout such interfaces.
Additional challenges included:
■ Access for concreting of the spiral casing and
other mechanical equipment was restricted
and the travel speed of the overhead crane was
slow
■ Dust, which would be harmful to the mechanical equipment, had to be suppressed
■ Reinforcement, originally installed in 2001 to
tie the new concrete into the existing concrete
for the draft tube, was completely corroded
and the space originally provided was larger
than required
■ Strict tolerances of 5 mm, reduced to 2 mm in
some instances, specified by the mechanical
contractor had to be met
■ The design of movement joints required to take
account of sway resulting from operation of
the gantry crane
■ Close spacing of reinforcement in the existing
concrete provided difficulties in placing of certain
parts, particularly the built-in parts and secondary
concrete required for the stoplog grooves

■ A 20 m high staircase was provided into the
machine shaft. The landings had to be anchored
into the existing power station machine shaft in
order to provide rigidity and anchorage of the
central concrete column. A lift was also provided
adjacent to the stairs for ease of access
■ Scheduling of the construction programme to
meet the needs of the civil and mechanical/
electrical contractor and reduce conflicting
interfaces in order not to disrupt the overall
project programme

Access road
The 1,3 km asphalt surfaced access road provides
all-weather access to the Maguga regulating weir.
Substantial stone pitched drains were provided
along the full length of the road to deal with the
heavy downpours that are common in the region
and to prevent erosion along the road. Stone
pitching was considered the best option as it
would be durable and is a labour-intensive method
of construction.

MANAGEMENT OF STAFF

Owing to the postponement of the project, MDJV
had relocated staff after construction of Maguga
Dam to other projects. Once SEB had secured
the funds, the team had to be remobilised. MDJV
succeeded in speedily assembling a team with the
required
and capabilities.
Further
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were experienced during the tender period and
prior to award, which MDJV successfully managed.

PROJECT BUDGETS
The project was successfully completed within
budgetary constraints, with a total construction
contract value of R60,6 million, including escalation. All the contractor’s claims were resolved by
amicable agreement in a formal settlement agreement concluded with the client.
The consultant’s budget was increased during
the course of the contract to cover increased scope
of work undertaken on behalf of the client.

QUALITY CONTROL AND CONDITIONS OF
CONTRACT
Project specific specifications were compiled,
while FIDIC conditions of contract were used for
the construction and design contracts. The 2003
Construction Regulations were incorporated into
the construction contract.
MDJV implemented an ISO-compliant quality
control system, based upon experience gained
from previous large projects such as the Lesotho
Highlands Water Project.

SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECONOMIC
SUSTAINABILITY
A large workforce drawn from the local communities was employed by the contractor as specified in
C

M

Y

CM

MY

the conditions of contract. This provided income
and the transfer of technology and skills to the
local inhabitants.
A 104 m long pedestrian access bridge,
constructed over the spillway of the weir, was
included to provide access across the river to the
local communities. This of particular importance
since a clinic which was provided at the time of
construction of Maguga Dam can now easily
be accessed by communities from across the
Komati River.

CONCLUSION
The combined efforts of all parties involved in
the project has resulted in the construction of
effective and aesthetically pleasing engineering
structures, which blend into the surrounding
landscape. The completion of the Maguga regulating weir and power station is an example of an
international project which has provided elegant
structures in compliance of the project objectives.
The project guarantees the minimum river
flow for downstream consumers while allowing
higher flow rates to be utilised in the generation
of peak power.
In overcoming many challenges in difficult
conditions and by maintaining close co-operation
with clients, other consultants and contractors
of other disciplines, a successful project has been
engineered.
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Winners of the

SMART Awards for 2007
Kelvin Legge for
Enhanced Barrier System

Second runner-up –
Adrian Peirson for TowerBoost

Kobus Engelbrecht (Sanlam) and, accepting
the award on behalf of Kelvin Legge,
Rod Drayton

Kobus Engelbrecht (Sanlam) and
Adrian Peirson

1

First runner-up – Corrie Meintjes for
Mkomaas River Pedestrian Bridge
2

Kobus Engelbrecht (Sanlam)
and Corrie Meintjes

3

5

The winning photograph, ‘Drilling
holes’ by Kevin Wright

4 Winner of the SAICE
Photographic Competition 2007

Johan de Koker (SAICE President Elect),
Dr Barbara Jensen (Gautrain) and Kevin
Wright (photographer – Gautrain)

1

2

4

5

3
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Sabita launches Health, Safety
and Environmental Charter
In a bold move aimed at entrenching a culture
of global health, safety and environmental (HSE)
standards in southern Africa’s bituminous products
industry, Sabita used the international stage of
September’s Conference on Asphalt Pavements for
Southern Africa (CAPSA’07) in Gaborone to launch
its Health, Safety and Environment Charter.
Launched at the first ever HSE plenary at
CAPSA, the Charter commits all Sabita members
to the implementation of best available HSE
techniques during the handling and application
of bituminous products. The Charter underscores
the now widely accepted principle that worker well
being and conservation of the fragile environment
is no longer a choice. It is an obligation.
In his landmark plenary session address
at CAPSA’07, which followed presentations by
international delegates Mike Acott (NAPA), Knut
Søraas (Eurobitume) and Jurgen Sturm (EAPA),
Sabita CEO Trevor Distin said the principles of an
HSE Charter were first formulated by a steering
committee, comprising the managing directors of
some of the major participants of the bituminous
products industry, on 18 June 2007 and subsequently approved by Sabita’s Council.
‘The perceived purpose of the Charter was to
develop a set of objectives to be used as a framework for developing a schedule of requirements to
endorse membership of Sabita, and to formulate
an awards scheme to incentivise members to
continually strive for improved performance on the
health, safety and environmental front,’ he said.
‘In terms of the Charter, all members of
Sabita are obliged to implement the best available techniques to protect the health, safety and
well-being of all employees, and to conserve the
environment during the handling and application
of bituminous materials. It is understood that the
pursuit of this objective will operate in parallel
with the pursuit of corporate proficiency and
cost-effectiveness.’
Distin said that, in essence, conformance to
the requirements of the Charter demanded that
members operate in accordance with both the
occupational health and safety (OHS) legislation and the constitution of South Africa. Sabita
through its Centre for Occupational Safety, Health
and Environmental Conservation (COSHEC) had
undertaken to develop the necessary tools to assist
its members in the attainment of these objectives.
Subsequently, non-compliance with the principles
of the Charter could result in the cessation of a
company’s membership of Sabita.
The next stage was to develop and implement

an award scheme to incentivise members to comply
with the principles of the Charter. The introduction
of such a scheme would facilitate the advancement
of the industry towards self-regulation, and the
criteria for the award scheme would be based on
measurable requirements as and when they are
developed by COSHEC. An example of such envisaged criteria would consist of, inter alia:
■ Reporting of all HSE-related incidents
■ BitSafe training of all personnel
■ Non-use of coal tar products
■ Material safety data sheets for all bituminous
products
■ Disposal of waste at approved sites only
■ Optimal use of RAP and asphalt waste
■ Compliance with the haulier’s code of practice
for loading bitumen at refineries
■ Loading and receiving asphalt from tippers
which are within the legal payload of the vehicle

‘Such criteria will be used to measure conformance,
and members achieving the appropriate standards
will qualify for an award according to a rating
system,’ Distin said. ‘The primary intention is that
the award system should encourage members to
strive towards voluntary compliance with best practice in HSE, and such members should set industry
benchmarks for others to emulate in their efforts
towards profitability through safe and responsible
practices. Secondary objectives aim at providing
members with an appropriate reward through a
prestigious annual industry award function, and encouraging Sabita’s consulting engineering members
to implement these requirements in their project
designs and specifications, and to monitor the results during their supervision of these projects.‘
Distin proposed the timeframe below for selfregulation on HSE issues in South Africa’s bituminous products industry.

Activity

By when

Develop measurable criteria for and implement an award scheme

January 2008

Implement an incident reporting scheme

January 2008

Discontinue use of coal tar primes and stone precoating fluids

January 2008

Complete permitting of disposal sites for bitumen waste

January 2008

Develop and implement codes of practice for:
Loading bitumen at refineries
Offloading bitumen
Heating and storing of bitumen

January 2008
July 2008
December 2008

Implement a load accreditation program for asphalt
tippers as part of an award scheme

January 2008

Promote the use of RAP in HMA by:
Developing guidelines and specifications
Target recycling of 50% of total available RAP in HMA
(that is, use up to 15% in new mixes)
Recycle 80% of total RAP (that is, use up to 30%)

May 2008
January 2009
January 2010

Develop guidelines for safer alternatives and processes for cleaning,
conducting binder contents tests and extraction for bitumen mixtures

December 2008

Conduct assessments and make first award for
achieving the requirements of the award scheme

March 2009

Host the first industry conference on HSE
in South Africa with international speakers

July 2009

Presenters of CAPSA plenary session on HSE (ltr): Piet
Myburgh (session chairman), Mike Acott (president NAPA),
Knut Soraas (director general Eurobitume), Jurgen Sturm
(secretary general EAPA) and Trevor Distin (Sabita)
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OTHER INDUSTRY AWARDS

Infraset scores double honours in

2007 Fulton Awards
Infraset’s innovative and pioneering
approach to concrete technology gained it
two awards in this year’s Fulton Awards
competition. Hosted by the Concrete
Society of Southern Africa, this prestigious
event showcases the very best examples
of construction technology and design in
southern Africa biennially.
The awards were made to Infraset
Railway Products for its Universal/Infrabolt
concrete sleeper project – a world-first in
rail sleeper technology – and to Infraset
Pipes, Culverts & Manholes for its participation in the building of an innovative footbridge over the Mkomaas River – Africa’s
first pretressed concrete ribbon bridge.
Consulting engineers Jeffares & Green
led the footbridge project, which is situated
near Richmond in KwaZulu-Natal. The
bridge has a clear span of 150 m, which
equals the world record for a ribbon bridge.
It was commissioned by the KwaZulu-Natal
Provincial Department of Transport to enable children to have continuous access to
a school on the other side of the river, especially when the water reaches a level which
makes crossing by other means extremely
hazardous. The bridge also facilitates much
closer contact between communities on either side of the river. (See box on page 46).
Not only is the Universal/Infrabolt
concrete sleeper a world-first in concrete
sleeper technology, but the project is
currently saving Spoornet hundreds of
millions by being used to replace 15 000
ageing timber-based turnout sets countrywide. The breakthrough came in 2005 after
Spoornet had spent several years searching
for an alternative to scarce and expensive
imported timber sleepers.
Developed by Infraset in close collaboration with Spoornet’s Track Technology
Centre and Metrorail, the new sleeper
system overcomes formidable technical
obstacles and is installed simply and easily.
The key to the system is an innovative
rail-to-sleeper fastening system, Infrabolt,
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which enables concrete sleepers to be
installed under existing track and for bolt
holes to be drilled on site.
Infraset Railway Products director
Kobus Burger says it is anticipated that the
performance of the system will be comparable to the 30-year lifespan of a completely
new state-of-the-art concrete sleeper
turnout set.
‘However, it achieves this at a capital
outlay of only 20% of a new set which costs
in the order of R1 million. A more obvious
advantage of Universal/Infrabolt is that
it ensures a constant and reliable sleeper
supply. Another major benefit is that the
system is manufactured using local labour
and materials, thereby creating jobs and
stimulating the economy. It also makes ecological sense, conserving the world’s dwindling timber resources and obviating the
need for the chemical treatment of wood,
which is harmful to the environment,’ observes Burger.
Commenting on the project, the Fulton
Award judges said: ‘The design and construction methodology incorporating reinforcement markers and specially designed
anchoring systems, enable concrete sleepers
to be cut to length and drilled to any size
or configuration depending on the design
of the turnouts. Although concrete sleepers
have been available for many years it has
not been possible to use them for turnouts
or more complex track configurations. The
sleepers have overcome these constraints
to the benefit of the client. Furthermore
they offer the client a more economical and
durable alternative to the wooden version.
To further exhibit their versatility, these
sleepers have been used in lengths of up
to six metres. This unique South African
design, which is gaining world interest, is
truly a worthy winner of the Fulton Award’s
Special Category.’
The Mkomaas River Bridge consists of
a ribbon of precast concrete elements suspended from cables which were tensioned

between abutments.
In making the award the Fulton Award
judges noted that simplicity in design
and execution made the bridge a popular
winner. They observed that it required a
solution which was aesthetically pleasing,
robust and economical and one which
would use unskilled labour. ‘The location
of the project and nature of the river also
mitigated against a traditional solution,’
commented the judges.
Manufactured by Infraset Pipes,
Culverts and Manholes, the concrete deck
elements were joined and compressed over
the full span of the bridge by tensioning a
second set of cables which was threaded
through ducts precast into the concrete elements. The resultant compressive strength
not only provides continuity through the
deck but also compensates for tensile
stresses during live loading.
Corrie Meintjes, a senior partner at
Jeffares & Green, was responsible for
finding a design which would soothe community concerns about the movement associated with several other popular bridge
designs such as cable-stayed, suspension
and hybrid bridges, and one that would
provide a single span over 150 m.
Meintjies said that the launching rate of
Infraset’s concrete deck elements exceeded
the designers’ best expectations.
‘Twenty-four deck elements were
launched in a single day, making the
launching of the entire ninety-three elements a five-day operation. Adjustments
to the cable forces had to be made so that
the bridge deck elements could be levelled
prior to throwing concrete in situ.
‘The adjustments were necessary owing
to the combined effect of a narrow deck and
small inequalities in large deflections of the
catenary at mid-span, which were in the
order of 4,3 m. Once all the elements were in
position, the downstream side of the deck deflected about 50 mm more than the upstream
side at mid-span. This meant that the tension

The extensive use of concrete
elements ensures that the
Mkomaas River Bridge will
serve its community virtually
maintenance free for many years

in the cables on the downstream side had to
be adjusted by about 0,5% of their ultimate
tensile strength,’ said Meintjies.
Rolf Schutte, a concrete technologist
with NPC-MPOR, says it is extremely exciting to see just how innovative structural
engineers could be when faced with such
challenges.
‘In this instance the concrete precast
elements were manufactured off-site under
factory conditions and then transported

to this remote site. This ensured the highquality concrete product required for this
high-tech structure.
‘The bridge does not interfere with the
flow of the river in any way and there are
no stabilisers, towers or large abutments
to spoil the rural landscape. The extensive
use of concrete elements ensures that the
Mkomaas River Bridge will serve its community virtually maintenance free for many
years,’ concludes Schutte.

JEFFARES & GREEN WINS TWO FULTON
AWARDS FOR CONCRETE ENGINEERING

1

Jeffares & Green consulting engineers was the
recipient of two prestigious Fulton Awards.
Jeffares & Green’s winning projects were
both pedestrian bridges. The Mkomaas River
Bridge (commissioned by the KwaZulu-Natal
Department of Transport) won the Design
Aspects category and the Bosmansdam Road
Bridge (commissioned by the Western Cape
Provincial Administration) won the Aesthetic
Appeal category.
The Mkomaas Pedestrian Bridge is the first
prestressed ribbon bridge in Africa, and its clear

2

span of 150 m equals the word record for this
type of bridge. The judges cited innovation, simplicity, aesthetics, and robustness of design, plus
the use of unskilled, local labour as the winning
factors in the design category.
According to them, this project was not only
a bridge between two points, it united two communities into one. The bridge was commissioned
by the KwaZulu-Natal Department of Transport in
response to a need expressed by a community in
the Mkomaas Valley who live on both sides of the
Mkomaas River. There is a trading store situated
on one side of the river, and a school and a clinic
located on the other side. For years the river has
posed a danger to the community and some children have lost their lives when swimming to and
from school during the rainy season.
The Bosmansdam Road Bridge was also designed for a potentially dangerous area. The rapid
development of the Montague Gardens Industrial
Area, the Marconi Beam and Century City in
Cape Town, has attracted traffic to Bosmansdam
Road. Between Montague Drive and National
Route 7, large numbers of pedestrians need to
cross the extremely busy road to and from their
places or work, during morning and evening peak
hours. As a result the Western Cape Provincial
Administration commissioned Jeffares & Green
to undertake planning for the upgrading of the
Bosmansdam Road, including the design of a new
pedestrian bridge.
The Fulton judges noted that the confined
space that was available for construction made it
challenging to achieve an appropriate structure.
They praised Jeffares & Green for a design that
demonstrated the versatility of concrete, through
the use of form and structure, to its maximum.
Not only is the bridge functional and aesthetically
pleasing, but it also has appropriate screens in
place that took into account the concerns of the
neighbours, who saw the proposed bridge as a
threat to their privacy.
1 The Mkomaas bridge boasts a clear span of 150 m,
making it possibly the longest bridge of its kind in the world
2 The bridge consists of 93 precast concrete elements that
are suspended from cables tensioned between abutments
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Durban takes off!
1

Scanning the Durban Skyline
five years ago, one would have been hard
pressed to spot a solitary tower crane. How
this has changed! From the top floor of
consulting engineering firm Goba’s offices
on the La Lucia Ridge, a total of 14 tower
cranes are now in clear view, and this is only
looking northwards. In summary, Durban is
booming!
Anticipating the upturn, Goba’s Durban
office started gearing up as early as 2002.
Says Goba’s regional manager, Peter Viljoen:
‘We were occupying old offices on the Berea
which simply did not gel with our vision
of being a dynamic and growing company.
We thus sourced a piece of land on the
prestigious La Lucia Ridge and developed
our own, custom-designed premises.’ Since
taking occupation in April 2005, Goba has
not looked back.
Moving across with a staff complement
of about 50, this has doubled to over 100 in
just over two years. Continues Viljoen: ‘Back
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in 2003 we set ourselves the goal of being
part of every major project in the region,
something that I am proud to say, we have
achieved.’

PROJECTS
The recently completed R210 million
Durban Harbour Tunnel Project has won
numerous awards including:
■ The SAICE National Award for Technical
Excellence
■ The SAACE National Award for Technical
Excellence, and
■ The Fulton Award for Excellence in the
Use of Concrete (Construction Techniques
category)
This project, which included a first of its
kind for South Africa, a soft-ground tunnel
under the Durban Harbour mouth, was
designed in Goba’s Durban office in association with specialist sub-consultants Mott
MacDonald of London, Wilson and Pass and
Drennan Maud.

Remaining in the harbour, Goba is part
of a joint venture (with Mott MacDonald and
Hatch) that is planning and managing all
Transnet’s major port upgrades under a five
year EPCM programme. Projects currently
under construction include the conversion
of Pier No 1 to a container terminal and the
widening of the Durban Harbour mouth.
The latter project is worth about R2 billion
and is being managed by Goba’s Andrew
Officer. Projects currently in the early stages
of feasibility planning and design include
the proposed new Bayhead dig-out expansion to the port and a new car terminal.
On the structural side, Goba is part of
the team tasked with the design of the new
Moses Mabhida Stadium, which must be
completed in time for the 2010 FIFA Soccer
World Cup. Says Viljoen: This project is on
an incredibly tight schedule and our design
team is under constant pressure to keep
ahead of the contractor.’
Also keeping Goba’s design team busy is

2

the new R6 billion King Shaka International
Airport that is currently under construction
at La Mercy, north of Durban. Again, Goba
is taking a leading role on this project as
part of a joint venture that is carrying out
all of the civil and structural design of the
airport. Explains Viljoen: The airport was let
as a design and build contract, which adds a
whole new dimension to the project. Unlike
a conventional project where the consultant
deals directly with the client, our client here
is the Ilembe Consortium comprising primarily contractors Group Five and WBHO.
This requires a different mindset within the
design team and involves working closely
with the contractor to achieve the most economical and constructable design.’ Again the
project is due for completion before the 2010
FIFA World Cup!
Despite its involvement in these flagship projects, Goba remains focused on
its roots. ‘In the euphoria of the current
boom, one must be careful not to neglect

3

the clients that supported you in the lean
times,’ notes Viljoen. In addition of the
projects mentioned above, Goba thus continues to service its traditional clients such
as SANRAL, the KZN DoT, Tongaat-Hulett
Developments, the eThekwini Municipality
and many others.
In conclusion, Viljoen believes that it is
Goba’s unique blend of historical technical
excellence and genuine, in-house empowerment that allows it to be the preferred
partner on these exciting projects. ‘This
in turn provides a platform for Goba’s
employees to develop to their full potential
and we are finding that talented people are
seeking to join Goba rather than us having
to go out and find them.’

Viljoen believes that it is Goba’s
unique blend of historical technical
excellence and genuine, in-house
empowerment that allows it to
be the preferred partner on these
exciting projects

1 Night view of the proposed Moses Mabhida Stadium
2 Artist’s impression of the new King

Shaka International Airport Project
3 Goba Durban’s Peter Viljoen and Gons Poonan with some

of the awards won by the Durban Harbour Tunnel project
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TRICKY BRIEF

CHALLENGING SITE

MASSIVE
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSTRAINTS
CLIENT WANTS AWARD-WINNING DESIGN

FANTASTIC!

*

* Do you live for a challenge?
At WSP, we see challenges not
problems – the challenge of a new
project, the challenge of a new
market, the challenge of building
new relationships.

To find out more about careers
at WSP, pay us a visit at;
www.wspgroup.co.za/careers

1

N3 highway gets a facelift
Repairing a national road where
traffic is travelling past at high speed,
weather conditions change suddenly and
the gradients are often steep made for a
challenging project but nothing out of the
ordinary for an experienced contractor
like Rand Roads – a specialised subsidiary
of Grinaker-LTA Roads and Earthworks.
However, because of the high traffic volumes and heavy loads being transported
on the N3 Toll Route, a specially developed
asphalt was specified for these repairs.
Road repairs were carried out on the
north and southbound carriageways of
two sections of the N3 Toll Route between
the Estcourt South interchange and the
Umgeni River, a combined stretch of approximately 52 km. The main area of
repair was in the left-hand lane that is
trafficked by slow-moving heavily laden
trucks. If the old surface had been left
unrepaired, the damage caused by these
heavy trucks would make the road dangerous to use in wet weather and the surface itself would eventually break up.
WSP Consulting Engineers, under
instruction from the client, N3 Toll
Concession (Pty) Ltd (N3TC), which manages the N3 Toll Route from Heidelberg to
Cedara, tested various sections of the road
and defined exactly where repairs were
required. They also specified an asphalt
containing steel slag instead of quarry stone
because it provides superior performance
qualities and should extend the life of this

busy highway. Steel slag as a road aggregate
requires tight quality control to ensure that
the performance criteria are achieved. Rand
Roads was required to ensure that stockpiles were properly cured and covered to
ensure no external contamination occurred
before mixing the asphalt.
Rand Roads, a specialised subsidiary of
Grinaker-LTA Roads and Earthworks, set
up its asphalt plant in Nottingham Road
at the end of October 2006 and began repairs in December. Work included milling
out the wearing course, and the bitumen
treated base below it, to depths of around
60 mm to 120 mm depending on the extent
of repair required. The milling operation
would be carried out with a specialised
item of plant, in this case a Wirtgen 2100
DCR. The asphalt would then be replaced
in two layers being either BTB (bitumen
treated base) or WC (wearing course).
Specialised equipment such as asphalt
pavers and the necessary compaction
equipment comprising pneumatic, threepoint and tandem rollers were used to place
and compact the asphalt.
Because the highway was in use while
repairs were being carried out, safety was a
top priority. At peak traffic times, such as
Christmas holidays, Easter and other long
weekends, work was stopped completely
to allow for all lanes of the highway to be
opened to ensure no delays to the travelling public, and this had to be allowed for
in the programme.

1 Paving operation showing pneumatic roller

Steel slag as a road aggregate
requires tight quality control to
ensure that the performance
criteria are achieved. Rand
Roads was required to ensure
that stockpiles were properly
cured and covered to ensure no
external contamination occurred
before mixing the asphalt
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2 The asphalt plant produces 60 t per hour on average
3 Paving operation showing traffic accommodation

2

4 Milling operation

‘We had as many as 97 people working
on numerous sections at one time but in
the past 14 months we have achieved in
excess of 250 000 disabling-free manhours,’ said John van Heerden, contract
manager for the project.
The steep gradients and numerous
bends in the road between Nottingham
Road and Howick resulted in this section
of the works being the most dangerous.
Vehicle speeds were monitored on site as
they entered the closures where speed was
restricted to 60 km/h. Many were found
to be doing in excess of 140 km/h. These
high speeds were not only recorded for passenger vehicles but loaded ‘heavies’ as well.
Extra drainage, such as earth drains
and sub-soil drains, had to be installed to
improve the overall drainage to the road on
the section between Nottingham Road and
Howick, especially in the cuttings. This
was the biggest safety risk due to labourintensive work in dangerous conditions
(steep gradients and curves).
‘As well as traffic, bad weather often
played havoc with our progress. In this
part of the country, the weather can change
suddenly and dramatically from clear skies
one minute to storms the next – even snow,’
added Van Heerden. ‘But in spite of this we
managed to make up the lost time and stay
on programme.’
Consideration also had to be given to
environmental impact, particularly at the
site of the asphalt plant. Nottingham Road
lies in a predominantly farming area and
it was essential that there should be no littering or pollution. All waste had to be disposed of at registered municipal dumps and
used oils were collected by recognised collection companies. The site was also visited
by environmental authorities to conduct
compliance audits to ensure that the terms
of the contract were adhered to.
Most of the unskilled labour was employed from the Mooi River community
but the skilled work, such as operators of
specialised plant and laboratory staff, was
undertaken by permanent Rand Roads staff
brought in for the job.
As with any road repair job, establishing a programme of works required
careful planning. Work was conducted in
sections with intermediate intervals along
the road in line with project regulations
and requirements to ensure public safety.
‘This was scheduled well in advance and
regular meetings held so that everyone was
kept abreast of progress and so that any
potential problems could be resolved timeously,’ concluded Van Heerden.
The repairs, which should be completed
by the end of the year, will give this section
of the N3 a new lease on life.

3

4
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Text Trueman Goba
Goba (Pty) Ltd
trueman@goba.co.za

I S I Z U L U F E AT U R E

Phambi Kwezinguquko Zika 1994
Ngenhla, phathe igama lika Prof
Kenneth Knight owayese nyuvesi yase
Natali. Angisoze ngalibala iqhaza alibamba emizamweni yokuba samukelwe
njengabafundi kulenyuvesi ngonyaka
ka-1976, nakuba kwakusaqine imithetho
yezwe yangaleso sikhathi, eyayibandlulula
ngokohlanga.
Ngokufanayo, ngitusa u Mnu
Fitzsimons owasibizela eMgungundlovu,
wasihlola waze wa sitholela imifundaze
ukuze siqale ukufunda kulenyuvesi, ngaye
u 1976. Yena-ke waye phuma enkampanini
yonjiniyela abelulekayo yase Goli ngaleso
sikhathi.
Ngenkathi mina nomunye wabangane
bami sicela ukwemukelwa ukuzofunda
kule nyuvesi, sasesithole nemifundaze,
futhi sesiphothule izifundo zobu technician
ekolishi elalise Mmadikoti, e Seshego ngase
Polokwane, saze sathola nama-diploma
akhona. Ngamanye, ngingathi sasizimisele
kakhulu ukuba ngonjiniyela.
Ekutholeni izicelo zethu, inyuvesi
yenqaba ngezizathu zokuthi kwakukhona
umthetho wezwe owawungayivumeli
ukuthi ithathe abafundi abangemhlope.
Nokho-ke base bethumela izicelo zethu
ku Ngqongqoshe weze Mfundo wangaleso
sikhathi bencenga isinqumo sakhe. Kwaba
yinhlanhla-ke ukuthi wagcina evumile
ukuthi sithathwe ngenxa – siyacabanga
– yama-diploma esasesinawo.
Isilonda esikhulu-ke nesaze saphola
sesiphasile, sesethweswe neziqu, kwaba
wukuthi loNgqongqoshe akazange asiphe
igunya lokuhlala e hostela yale nyuvesi,
duze nezindlu zokufundela. Lokhu
kwadala ukuthi sihlangabezane nezingqinamba abamhlophe ababengenazo, phezu
kobunzima bezifundo ngokwazo, ngenxa
yebanga esasilihamba ekuseni nantambama.
Indawo yokuhlala phela saze sayithola
e Austerville lapho sasibhace khona

In 2002 Trueman Goba became SAICE’s first black president.
Trueman is perhaps best remembered for being one of the kindest,
politest and humblest presidents ever gracing SAICE’s stage. He
dedicated his compassionate and visionary presidential address,
aptly titled Bridging the gap through transformation, to ‘every
individual who [has] contributed in whatever way towards us
becoming a tolerant and open society’. The essence of that address
still holds true today and we trust that this excerpt from his
address – translated into isiZulu by Trueman himself – will serve
as a source of inspiration, particularly to our younger members
nabafundi bobudokotela abansundu,
okwakuyibanga elingama kilomitha cishe
angu 20, ukusuka enyuvesi. Phela lenyuvesi (eHoward College) yayisendaweni
eyayigcinelwe abamhlope kuphela kulezo
zikhathi. Ngisho nezinto zokuhamba
zomphakathi zabamnyama zazintulekile
ngenxa yokuthi sasingenalo thina igunya
lokugibela ibhasi labamhlophe. Sasithatha
ibhasi labamnyama eAusterville ekuseni,
lisishiye esibhedlela i King Edward, kube
umqantsa-ke senyuka siya e Thusini
(igama inyuvesi eyayaziwa ngalo ngesiZulu). Kanjalo noma sesibuya ntambama,
noma-ke phela kwase kwehlela ukuya
esibhedlela.
Nokho-ke lwalungeluningi ubandlululo ngaphakathi enyuvesi. Khathi
zimbe wawungacasulwa wukukhononda
okungasile kwalabo nalabo bafundi abamhlophe ngobukhona kwethu, ngobuningi
babo enyuvesi, kumbe lowo ofundisayo,
ngezindlela eziphansi. Kepha-ke kwakuyinhlala yenza empilweni yomnyama e

South Africa kuleyo minyaka.
Ngezikhathi zamaholide, sasidinga
ukusebenza ukuze sithole uqoqosho emafemini obunjiniyela.
Mhlazana uthole umsebenzi e Goli,
ube usuka eThekwini, wawuhlangabezana
nenkinga-ke mase ufikile khona yokudinga
ukuya kwa Ndabazabantu wakhona ukuyothola imvume ngengomuntu omnyama,
yokuyosebenza edolobheni ongahlali kulo
– enye yezinto ezazi nganambithiseki.
Lapho kuzosetshenzwa khona, kwakhiwa, kwakuba kude nedolobha. Uma
kungenalokishi labamnyama eduzane,
kwakuba yinkinga ukuthola indawo
yokuhlala. Kwakungena hotela elalivunyelwe ukulalisa umuntu omnyama.
Phinde. Kwakudingeka-ke ukuthi sihanjiswe yinkampani, ukuya lapho kuhlala
khona abansundu.
Ngenxa yalesi simo, wawuzibona ungelona ilunga eliphelele leqembu labafundi
bobunjiniyela lapho kusaqalwa, kuze
kusize ubuntu bukanjiniyela ephethe uma
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Above all, we are fortunate to have
had the leadership of people such
as Mr Nelson Mandela, whom
I had the pleasure of meeting in
1992. Such leaders are excellent
models for us in many ways

bukhona, uze ujwayele-ke.
Isigqoko u’makalabha’ onikwa sona,
sasi bhekisiswa yilabo abamhlophe
abafuna uchuku – phela kufanele ufake
esabamnyama.
Ukuhlala ngaphambili emotweni eyiloli
kwakungavunyelwe. Angiphathi-ke kwencane. Ngingasabalike indawo yokudlela
ngesikhathi sekhefu.
Ngibalisa lemilando-nje, ukubonisa
ukuthi ukuba ngumfundi wobunjiniyela
enyuvesi ngeminyaka yobandlululo,
kwakuletha izinkinga zansuku zonke,
uma ungonsundu. Kwakusiza-ke nokho,
uma abaphathi benkampani oyisebenzelayo behluzekile engqodweni. Ngamanye,
kwakunganele nje ukunika umfundi omnyama umfundaze kuphela. Ubandlululo
emphakathini lwaludinga inkampani ezokwenza okusemandleni ayo ukumlekelela
abhekane nezinkinga azohlangabezana
nazo ukuze aphumelele.
Sibonga-ke labo abenza ukuba
izinto zibengcomo kuthina ngaleyondlela. Ikakhulukazi uma abanye bethu
bephoxeka, kumbe sekudingeka ukuba
sephule umthetho othile. Abanye abamhlophe esafunda sasebenza nabo, babenza
izinto ngendlela engcono kuthina, kunabanye. Ngibonga ikakhulukazi izinkampani ezafundisa abamnyama kuleyo min-

yaka, baze baba ngonjiniyela.
Ukukhululwa kwababevalelwe
ezombusazwe ngo 1990 nokuyunyelwa
kwamaqembu ezombusazwe, kwaletha inqubo entsha kulelizwe. Sibonga o Phezulu
ngokuthula esavota ngako ngo 1994,
ukuze silethe ukubusa lelizwe ngentando
yeningi. Sibonga ikakhulu ubuholi obuqotho buka Mnu Nelson Mandela, engaba
nenhlanhla yokubingelelana naye ngo
1992. baholi abanjengaye baba yisibonelo
esihle kokweqile kithina ngezindlela ezehlukene.
Siphila emphakathini othule,
wenkululeko nentando yeningi, obuswa
ngokuhlelekile nalapho sinikezelana
ulwazi ngokuvumelekile. Nezomnotho
ziyathembisa. Yize-ke noma kuyothatha
iminyaka ngeminyaka ukususa inkinga
yemiphumela yobandlululo, kwasithatha
amashumi ngamashumi eminyaka ukuyilwela lenkululeko esesinayo.
Kungakho-ke sidinga ukuzimisela,
senze konke okusemandleni ethu ukuphumelelisa izwe lethu, kanye nalabo
abeza emva kwethu. Futhi kudingeka
sizinikezele lapho sithola isikhathi, ekuholeni kwezomnotho, nasekutholeni amakhono, ukuze silethe inguquko esiyifisayo,
sibe siletha ukuziqhenya nokuthembeka
emphakathini.

Prior to 1994 and political change
I would like to mention the name of Professor
Kenneth Knight, who was at the University of
Natal. I owe much to him for having been part of
the effort for us to be admitted to the university
for studies in 1976, despite the racially based discriminatory laws of the country. In the same vein
I would like to single out Mr Jimmy Fitzsimons,
who interviewed four of us in Pietermaritzburg for
possible bursary awards to study at the University
of Natal, starting in 1976.
When a friend and I applied to the university at the time, we had completed our studies
for technician diplomas at Mmadikoti near
Pietersburg. On receiving the applications the
university regretted that, according to the laws
of the country, it was prevented from admitting students who were not of the white race.
Nevertheless the applications would be referred
to the Minister of Education in Pretoria. My friend
and I were eventually granted permission by the
Minister to study at the university.
That the Minister of Education would not let
us live on the university campus after we had been
accepted for studies there was forgiven in the
excitement on graduation day. It did, however,
complicate our lives considerably and added to the
pressures of being a student of engineering, which
is not the easiest of courses anyway.
Other than not being able to live at the
university there was no racial discrimination by
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the university itself. One would feel offended at
times by an occasional racist remark or insensitive
comment by an individual lecturer or student, but
that was part of everyday life in South Africa then.
During university term breaks we needed
to do practical training and this was offered at
the firm sponsoring us. However, when one was
called up to work in Johannesburg, one first had
to visit the offices of the Department of Bantu
Administration and Development to obtain a
work seeker’s permit as a black person coming
from another part of the country.
When one visited or worked on a construction site, it normally would be outside town.
Finding suitable accommodation – if not in a
black township – would be another complication.
No white business was allowed to provide accommodation for us. Fortunately transport arrangements would be made by the company.
I mention these stories to convey how the
day-to-day problems of apartheid South Africa
impacted heavily on a student of engineering
who did not come from the white race. It helped
if there was full and conscious commitment from
the top management of the company for which
one worked. In other words, it took more than a
financial commitment for a company to sponsor a
black student successfully.
I thank those who made it work for us, especially when unanticipated complications led to

embarrassing situations at times, or brought one
close to breaking a law. I have a high regard for
fellow white colleagues who made the situation
easier than it might otherwise have been for me,
both while I was a student and when I had qualified as an engineer. I would like to thank companies that sponsored black students at the time
and employed them as engineers, technologists
and technicians-in-training.
The unbanning of political organisations
in February 1990 and the release of political
prisoners ushered in a new era. One could only
thank God for the peaceful transition that we
went through from democratic elections in 1994
into the now well-founded democracy. Above all,
we are fortunate to have had the leadership of
people such as Mr Nelson Mandela, whom I had
the pleasure of meeting in 1992. Such leaders are
excellent models for us in many ways.
Our society is now a stable, liberal, constitutional democracy with well-considered constitutional structures and a free flow of information.
We have also moved on to operate as a free
economy. We now enjoy freedoms that took decades to win and we owe it to next generations to
get our heads down, do the best we can and help
the country to succeed. We also need to continue
giving voluntarily of our time in key leadership
and industry roles in order to assist with transformation and with infusing trust in the system.

IN BRIEF

CONCRETE BOAT
RACE 2007 HELD
On 15 September 2007 the Inland Branch of
the Concrete Society of Southern Africa held
their annual Concrete Boat Race at the Victoria
Lake Club in Germiston with more than 50 boats
taking to the water, cheered on by a host of supporters.
The event brings together students from the
civil engineering and built environment departments of the various tertiary education institutions, as well as members from the Concrete
Society. It serves to introduce the students to the
cement and concrete industry and facilitates networking between the various interest groups in a
fun environment.
The rules stipulated that the boat had to be a
one-man craft raced on a four-person relay basis.
In the interests of safety all participants wore life
1 Ready … Steady … GO!
2 Concentrating on technique … and the elusive finishing line
3 That sinking feeling …
1

jackets at all times whilst on the water. Rescue
boats, lifesavers and course marker buoys were
provided by the Victoria Lake Club and canoe
racing section. Boats were required to remain
buoyant in the event of capsizing, with some
natural buoyancy built into the craft.
The University of Johannesburg again included the boat race in their civil engineering
student syllabus as a project management exercise. The University of Pretoria was represented
by three teams, and a team from the Tshwane
University of Technology (TUT) also took part.
About 180 students were involved.
Judging for the Student Construction Award
was carried out by Francois Bain of Shabalala
Bain Infrastructure Consultants, as well as by
Carl Schmidt.
The winning boat, Swordfish, was built by the
University of Johannesburg under ‘Captain’ JeanPierre van Wyk. The second boat in the Student
Construction category was CT Forces, also built by
the University of Johannesburg, under ‘Captain’
Heinz Bekker, with Alchemy from TUT in the third
place.
The student race was won by Blue Steel, built
by the University of Johannesburg, followed by
CT Forces and Kanoodle from the University of the
Witwatersrand. The industry race was won by
OPC from PPC, while the winner of the ladies race
was Chryso’s PCP.

PPC RECOGNISED AS
‘BEST MANUFACTURING
COMPANY TO WORK FOR’
2

3

For the fifth consecutive year PPC has been
recognised as the best employer in the manufacturing sector in the Deloitte ‘Best Company to
Work For’ survey. The company was also placed
eighth overall and ranked fourth in the Medium
Business category for companies with between
301 and 2 500 employees.
Following the announcement of this year’s
awards, PPC is also the only manufacturing
company to have been placed in the Top 10
rankings for five consecutive years in the history
of the awards.
‘This is a great achievement and testament
to the commitment of the entire PPC team in
making our organisation a passionate people’s
company,’ says Orrie Fenn, chief operating officer
of PPC.
‘Being part of the “Best Company to Work
For” survey over the years has given us an opportunity to celebrate our Kambuku way of
doing business, and allowed us to benchmark
ourselves against some of the top companies in
the country.’
Now in its eighth year, the annual Deloitte
‘Best Company to Work For’ survey/explores what

motivates, engages and hinders employees in the
workplace as organisations aim to create robust
and sustainable ‘Employer of Choice’ brands.

TRAINING AND AIDS
MAJOR ISSUES FOR
NEW MBSA PRESIDENT
Eunice Forbes, the first woman to be elected
president of Master Builders South Africa (MBSA),
has listed training and the need for increased
HIV/Aids awareness as the two top of several
issues urgently needing attention in the construction sector.
Speaking at Spier Estate in Stellenbosch after
her inauguration, Forbes said there were six issues that she was passionately committed to and
would strive to develop further during her term
as president of MBSA.
‘In the first place, increased training is vital
for the industry, and for the reduction of unemployment and alleviation of poverty. The building
industry’s current rate of training is nowhere
remotely resembles anything like South Africa’s
current and future requirements. There should
be more commitment, particularly, from the
main contractors.
‘There is also not enough awareness of the
potentially disastrous effect of HIV-Aids on the
building industry. We need to take far bigger
strides to fight this pandemic and dispel the
myths about it among employers,’ she told
the MBSA.
Forbes also expressed concern about the
fact that codes of conduct seemed to have been
abandoned in the building sector and said there
was also a serious need for consideration of the
plight of the disabled in terms of facilities, access
and employment.
‘Health and safety, furthermore, require
focused implementation by clients, professional
teams and contractors. We need to encourage
all involved to enforce health and safety measures and find solutions for the inherent cost
implications.’
Finally, she felt that there was not enough
unity in the construction sector. ‘To coin a
phrase, unity is strength. The fragmentation we
need to counteract is usually motivated by the
quest for power and recognition to the detriment of the well-administered, ethical, safe
and healthy industry we should be seeking. In
uniting, there must be respect, and a combined
focus for the common interest, and – above all
– good codes of conduct. “Attitude” sums it all
up – a powerful word that envelopes so much
and will enable the industry to achieve what we
are striving for,’ she added.
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SOUTH AFRICA’S
FIRST SOLARPOWERED TRAFFIC
LIGHTS UNVEILED
South Africa’s first solar-powered traffic light
intersection has been unveiled in Cape Town, and
the development could spell the end of traffic
chaos caused by traffic lights struck by power cuts.
The pilot site – an eight-robot intersection
on Plantation Road, Montagu’s Gift, Cape Town
– was retrofitted with energy-efficient LED lights,
a monitoring unit, a solar panel and batteries as
part of a three-month assessment period.
The intersection was recently successfully
taken off Eskom’s power supply at a ceremonial
solar switch-on.
The aim of the site is to assess whether solar
power can keep the traffic lights working normally
at all times and determine whether the controlling
technology can successfully handle transitions
between Eskom outages and solar power.
Besides the potential benefits for motorists,
the traffic lights are also more environmentally
friendly because they rely on renewable solar energy and do not use power generated by burning
fossil fuels like coal.
The 4 m2 solar panel – mounted on a lamppost-height pole to prevent theft – can generate
500 W.
Currently an average traffic intersection uses
about the same amount of power during a month
as an average three-bedroomed house. Based on
this calculation, it is estimated that Cape Town’s
traffic lights draw the same amount of power as
1 200 three-bedroomed homes.
This means potential energy savings in
the future would be sizeable if all traffic lights
changed from halogen lights to energy-efficient
LED clusters powered by the sun.
Barry Bredenkamp, operations manager of
the National Energy Efficiency Agency (NEEA),
which has backed the project, said the pilot site
was a welcome step along the path to an energyefficient South Africa.
‘This is a very exciting initiative, both in
terms of relieving traffic congestion and its energy-saving benefits,’ he commented.
He added that if the practical results match
the theory, solar-powered traffic lights could be
rolled out across the country and perhaps even
taken internationally.
‘The main aim is to keep the traffic light
working normally during power cuts, and determine to what extent traffic intersections can be run
without Eskom power – if it’s a success the possibilities for roll-out are huge,’ said Bredenkamp.
Eskom funded the project in its exploration
of ways to reduce demand on the national grid,
which is under pressure to keep supply ahead of
demand – especially in the run up to the 2010
FIFA World Cup.
Stefan Hanel from MagCode SA, the Cape
Town-based company implementing the project,
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said depending on weather conditions and use,
batteries could last three days without charging.
‘We won’t know for sure until the data is in,
but the batteries should be able to power the
traffic lights for about three cloudy days.’
He said that the change from halogen bulbs
to LEDs reduced the energy consumption from
75 W per head, to about 10 W.
‘It’s not just about the solar panel – the intersection has been fitted with energy-efficient LED
heads to maximise energy use,’ added Hanel.
MagCode SA has already built a mobile rig
so it can demonstrate the system to other municipalities and local administrations interested in
using the technology.

storage facilities. Tests have proven that it is
almost impossible to break through this type of
wall and 100 linear metres per day per team can
be erected. Furthermore, there is no requirement for shuttering, propping, on-site curing or
formwork
■ Prestressed hollow-core slabs are also being successfully used as retaining wall structures in which
high-strength high-quality concrete panels, meet
very high horizontal loading requirements. Up to
300–400 m2 of walling can be erected daily
■ Finally, hollow-core slabs are being used to cover
water reservoirs. Slabs are lowered directly onto
reservoir walls, greatly reducing the time of construction as well as guaranteeing quality

HOLLOW-CORE SLABS
INVENTOR OF
OFFER MUCH MORE THAN REINFORCED EARTH
PRECAST FLOORING
TECHNOLOGY DIES
Originally developed for precast flooring
on multi-storeyed buildings, several alternative
uses for hollow-core slabs have been developed
by Concrete Manufacturers Association (CMA)
members. The result is always the same: superior
functionality, quicker construction times and maintenance-free properties. Some of the applications
are described briefly below.
■ Slabs can be used as a complete precast hollowcore foundation and ground slab system for the
economic housing market, a system which has
been developed and tested by the CMA. An
Agrément certificate for the system is pending
■ Designed for a standard 40 m2 masonry-built
house with a floor area of 6,6 m x 6,2 m, the
system is competitive in soil conditions which
require foundations that provide more than a
simple and conventional strip footing
■ Security walling is another application, examples
including prisons, military bases, airports and

A reservoir is enclosed using hollow-core concrete slabs

Henri Vidal, officier de la
Légion d’honneur
Henri Vidal,
French architect
and engineer, died
on Thursday 29
November 2007 at
the age of 83.
The invention
of Reinforced Earth
technology in the
1960s by Henri Vidal
is recognised as one of the great innovations in
civil engineering.
Vidal’s vision and ingenuity spawned an
industry and created a worldwide group of
Reinforced Earth companies including the South
African company, which was formed in 1975.

EXPANSION OF ZIMBALI
COASTAL RESORT
The recipient of multiple awards, including
International Best Marketing and Best South
African Golf Development, Zimbali coastal resort is
a 700 ha coastal forest estate located 45 km north
of Durban.
Central to Zimbali’s society is the Zimbali
Lodge and Country Club featuring five-star luxury
accommodation.
IFA Hotels and Resorts are investing R1,78
billion in the magnificent new Fairmont Zimbali
hotel within Zimbali, and there is also a proposed
1

Zimbali Lake Estate under consideration.
With all these expansions, the current Zimbali
development needed to extend its network of
roads infrastructure to better facilitate traffic and
increase access to, from and through the resort.
Moreland/IFA Resort Developments recognised
the potential to unlock further development areas
and allow expansion of the estate if the M4 (provincial route from Durban to Ballito) could be realigned. Vela VKE Consulting Engineers was tasked
to locate a new route that would significantly increase the Zimbali coastal resort area, provide good
access to the expanded estate and make provision
for the future Zimbali Lakes development.
In 2003 Vela VKE was appointed to design and
supervise construction of all civil infrastructure, bulk

and internal civil infrastructure, including the M4
re-alignment. In addition, Vela VKE assisted with the
co-ordination of designs with other professionals on
the project, including electrical, security, irrigation,
landscaping and architectural components.
The client was very specific about their needs
and desires for this upgrade project.
Internal roads design had to follow natural
topography, where possible providing good access
to stands on both sides of the roads. Speed limits
within the estate were set at 25 km/h and appropriate road geometry and traffic calming measures
were to be applied.
1 Zimbali’s south gate house, with M4 southern circle
2 M4 south, overlooking Tongati River

2
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PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
POLES REPLACE
STEEL RAILWAY
MASTS IN DURBAN
Eight hundred and eighty prestressed
concrete poles manufactured by Infraset
Infrastructure Products have been installed in
place of steel masts for the support of OHTE
(overhead electrical equipment) at Transnet’s
Bayhead marshalling yard in Durban.
The steel masts had been in service for
35 years and were falling prey to steel’s major
coastal adversary, corrosion. They would have
become a logistical and safety liability had they
been allowed to remain in service for much
longer.
Contract manager and Transnet Projects
overhead track and equipment manager,
Mahomed Sayid, observed that concrete poles
were primarily chosen because of their long-term
durability and rust-free properties.
‘We were able to source the concrete poles
from Infraset’s factory in Effingham and having
witnessed the effects of corrosion on the steel
masts, we wanted to avoid it on the new generation of poles. This was why we asked Infraset to
galvanise the steel strands which were used for
prestressing the poles. We also took the precaution of requesting that the poles be cast with
condensed silica fume (CSF), an additive which
yields a dense concrete far less prone to moisture absorption.
‘All the associated steelwork and fittings were
supplied in rust-proof 3CR12 steel. Our overall
aim was to lengthen the life-cycle of the support
masts and to reduce the amount of maintenance
that would be required during this period. We are
confident that we have achieved this objective,’
explained Sayid.
Pole installation began in January 2005 and

Recently installed prestressed concrete poles have replaced
ageing steel masts for the support of overhead electrical
equipment at Transnet’s Bayhead marshalling yard in Durban
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was completed in September 2007. Installation
work was executed in two phases and Infraset
supplied four pole variant poles, 12 m and 13 m
units rated at 64 kN as well as 12 m and 13 m
units rated at 85 kN.
‘We placed our pole orders in manageable
batches and Infraset met all our deadlines. They
also installed plastic plugs into the masts for the
fastening of bonding cables,’ said Sayid.
Excavation coring and mast erection were
outsourced to Meyker Reteng Construction and
all installation work was certified by an engineer.
Using a rail-mounted rig, poles were planted in
foundation holes some 3 m deep and 800 mm
wide and, once inserted, were stabilised with
channel jacks and cast in concrete rated at
20 MPa.
All other work was undertaken as a joint venture by Transnet Projects’ OHTE teams.
Infraset’s pole product manager, Sizwe
Mkhize, said the poles have been designed to
provide 50 years’ maintenance-free service and
that only beyond that point should minor maintenance be required.
Sayid concluded by saying that the yard
lighting had also been upgraded as part of the
project. This was executed by the EL&P division of Transnet Projects Port and & Pipe Lines,
Durban. The receiving yards were completed in
September 2004 and the classification yard in
August 2006.

LEADING CONSULTING
FIRM CELEBRATES ITS
TRANSFORMATION
SUCCESSES
The BKS Group, one of the leading multi-disciplinary consulting engineering and management
firms and proudly transforming companies in

South Africa, is celebrating its commitment to
transformation via exemplary implementation of
the construction industry charter.
A roadshow of celebrations which will
be held in four economic and metro hubs
– Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban and Port
Elizabeth – and will be aimed at showcasing the
extent to which BKS has gone beyond the prescripts of the BBBEE scorecard for the construction sector.
The CEO of the company, Danai
Magugumela– says the key pillar of BKS’s campaign – themed ‘Benchmark for Transformation!’
– centres on announcing the sale of a majority
stake of the company to black individuals and
is also enhancing the firm’s commitment to the
country’s BBBEE agenda.
Formed in 1965, BKS is currently 51% blackowned after it reached a major BEE milestone
with the sale of a 40% stake of the company to
Bacarac Trading, a professional black empowerment group. A further 11% of equity has been
taken up by black staff.
With the 2010 boom on our doorstep, and
capital expansion programmes planned beyond
our borders in the short term, BKS is well placed
to benchmark development solutions for both the
local and the global market.

DSE TO FABRICATE
STRUCTURAL STEEL FOR
NEW DURBAN STADIUM
DSE, a business unit of the JS-listed Aveng
Group, will be fabricating 3 600 t of structural
steel for the new R1,6-billion stadium in Durban,
managing director Kobus Marais says.
‘We started to look at the possibility of
becoming involved with the new stadium at the
beginning of 2007, but thought the construction
would mainly involve tubular sections. However,
when the initial drawings of the stadium were
released, the focus had changed to box sections
and platework. It was at this stage that we began
liaising with technology companies regarding
different types of roof structures.
‘Eventually we clinched the deal as a subcontractor to German cable specialist Pfeiffer, the
main contractor. The arches for the stadium roof
will be fabricated by Eiffel Germany. The parent
company, Eiffel France, was involved in building
the Eiffel Tower in Paris,’ Marais says.
At present the detailed design drawings, including all the interfaces and sections, are being
thrashed out, Marais says. The stadium is scheduled to be completed by the end of 2008. DSE
will transport completed fabricated sections from
its Vereeniging facility to Durban, while the arch
sections will be shipped from Europe to Durban.
‘The bulk of the structural steel will be

sourced locally. We have already booked mills
runs with Mittal via Macsteel. It is likely that between 300 and 500 t of special material will have
to be imported, and we are awaiting delivery
confirmation on this,’ Marais says.
DSE is not new to stadia, having been involved with the Ellis Park Athletics Stadium in
Johannesburg. ‘DSE is proud to be involved in
one of the major infrastructural projects that will
serve as the legacy of the 2010 FIFA World Cup,’
Marais says.
The new stadium will be a world-class
multi-purpose sporting facility built on the site
of the existing King Park’s stadium. It will have a
seating capacity of 70 000 people and parking
for 10 000 cars.

SCULPTED ELAND
SHOWCASES CONCRETE
VERSATILITY
A striking example of the creative potential of concrete has recently been installed in
Braamfontein.
A concrete sculpture of an eland, commissioned by the Johannesburg Development
Agency and the Braamfontein Improvement
District, is now in place on the Gateway site in
Braamfontein. Clive van den Berg’s Eland – selected out of four submissions – is 7,5 m high and
weighs 50 t.
Sculptor van den Berg said of the installation:
‘It places a large representation of an eland on a
corner where it has long since disappeared. This

Eland, a concrete creation by Clive van den Berg, is a
new Braamfontein showcase of the versatility of concrete
slightly forlorn image of a majestic animal will
bring beauty and grandeur to a busy place. I
hope it will also be an emblem that prompts
reflection on our relationship to the past, and the
interconnectedness of environmental, cultural
and spiritual destinies. The Gateway corner is a
busy connector of lateral geography, but what
I am concerned with here is the geography of
memory and the spirit.’
Van den Berg has long worked in concrete
sculpture having installed work at the Northern
Cape Legislature, the Baragwanath taxi rank, and
elsewhere in Sowetan public spaces.
The concrete for Eland was supplied by Lafarge
using its new Artevia product. The entire procedure was conducted comparatively quickly with
the site cleared at the end of June 2007. The form-

work was laser cut with the first pouring on 13 July
2007. The sculpture comprises two panels and the
second was poured a week later. The installation
was erected on 18 August 2007 and was complete,
with planting, roughly two weeks later.

IMPROVED VERSION
OF CONCRETE ROADS
DESIGN PROGRAM
The Cement & Concrete Institute (C&CI) has
launched a new, improved version of its cncPave
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mechanistic computer program that makes concrete road construction more competitive and
cost effective.
The original cncPave won a Special Merit
Award in the 2003 Fulton Awards for excellence
in concrete presented by the Concrete Society
of Southern Africa and a 2005 SMART Award for
engineering innovation presented by the South
African Institution of Civil Engineering.
Bryan Perrie, C&CI Roads Projects leader,
says the latest version of cncPave features
enhanced modelling and calibration functions
based on data from the performance of existing
roads.
‘In addition, a new costing module and
“what-if” feature have been incorporated into
cncPave. The latest version also includes the
option to add steel fibres together with conventional reinforcement. This allows the user to
consider the option of designing ultra thin CRCP,
either as an inlay or as overlay, in the rehabilitation of flexible pavements,’ Perrie stated.
Providing designers with a user-friendly
design method based on actual performance
of concrete roads in South Africa, cnc Pave facilitates the design of cost-effective pavements
by taking into account the variability of inputs
and predicting failure mechanisms. ‘The South
African National Roads Agency strongly supports
– and contributes to – the ongoing development
of the program,’ Perrie added.

everything from the connecting of existing toilet
structures to reticulation networks, to the construction of full waterborne sewer networks.
Kwezi V3’s Bloemfontein branch was appointed to act as project coordinator under
the leadership of Tiaan de Necker and Charles
Marais with Alphons van der Merwe acting as
project manager for Kwezi V3’s three respective
projects.
Probably the most complicated of the three
projects was the construction of a 7,9 km outfall sewer line connecting Bloemside Phases 4
and 5 to the Sterkwater outfall sewer line and
which would connect to the Sterkwater treatment works. In addition to this phase of the
project, a section of a 150 mm diameter vitro
clay outfall sewer line had to be replaced with a
250 mm diameter UPVC pipe in Pentagon Park
in Bloemfontein.
Kwezi V3 Engineers have standardised all
their branches on civil infrastructure design
software, Civil Designer. ‘The software is used
extensively and has been instrumental on this
project. It has allowed us to provide cost-effective design solutions despite the various project
challenges,’ says Alphons.

MORE INFO
For a free copy of cncPave
or further information
Loré de Bernier (C&CI)
T 011-315-0300
www.cnci.org.za

CHRYSO SA ESTABLISHES
PRODUCTION
FACILITY IN KZN

MEETING SANITATION
AND WATER SERVICE
DELIVERY
Mangaung Municipality includes South Africa’s
sixth largest city and incorporates the Free
State capital, Bloemfontein, and areas such
as Botshabelo and Thaba ‘Nchu. It covers the
extremes of South Africa ranging from wealthy,
predominantly white suburbs to very poor
squatter settlements.
As part of the government’s efforts to
meet the 2008 target for basic water services
and 2010 target for sanitation services, various
initiatives in Mangaung Municipality have been
identified.
In an effort to meet service delivery, twenty
three projects in and around Bloemfontein have
been targeted as part of the basic sanitation and
water services initiative. According to Alphons
van der Merwe from Kwezi V3 Engineers in
Bloemfontein, projects were allocated to different consultants. Initiatives encompassed
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Chryso SA has invested in a production facility
in Durban to augment its manufacturing capacities in Johannesburg and Cape Town.
Chryso SA’s managing director, Norman
Seymore, says KZN production will be on stream
in Durban at the end of the first quarter of 2008.
‘Soaring demand for Chryso admixtures in
KZN from major infrastructural developments,
such as the many Durban harbour expansion
projects, and the 2010 Soccer World Cup stadium, has made local production in KZN essential. The new production facility will also reduce
supply pressure on our head office in Jet Park,’
Seymore says.
Chryso SA had earlier this year already
started investing in an improved service to
its KZN customers through the increase of its
provincial sales force and the acquisition of a
new tanker for bulk deliveries. ‘The new Durban
production capacity will be equivalent to that of
Cape Town,’ Seymore states.
In addition to three production facilities
(once the KZN plant starts manufacture), Chryso
SA also has a branch office in Port Elizabeth,
which has been the major supplier of admixtures
to the Coega harbour project.

BCP ENGINEERS JOIN SSI
SSI Engineers and Environmental Consultants,
a subsidiary of the Netherlands DHV consulting
and engineering group, has announced that
it has acquired the entire share capital of BCP
Engineers, the KwaZulu-Natal-based consulting
engineering company.
According to Naren Bhojaram, CEO of SSI,
this acquisition is in line with the group’s strategic
objectives to grow the SSI-DHV presence on the
African continent and in South Africa in particular, through organic growth and by identifying
successful companies that compliment, diversify
or extend the groups consulting expertise.
Says Bhojaram: ‘We are delighted that we
have been able to conclude a mutually beneficial
deal with the BCP management and shareholders.
Our cultures and backgrounds are similar and
their strengths particularly in traffic and transport
engineering complement our own very strong
transport discipline which will provide us with a
dominant capability within this important sector.’
SSI – which this year celebrates its 85th
birthday – provides specialist consultancy services
in the water, transportation, industrial, environmental and PAR (ports, aviation and rail) sectors.
The company employs approximately 650 staff
throughout its 16 branches in the Republic and
has direct operations in Mozambique, Kenya and
Botswana and representation throughout subSaharan Africa.
BCP Engineers also has a fine pedigree within
the consulting fraternity and was established in
1963. BCP Engineers currently employs 96 staff
members of whom 72 possess expert technical
skills. The firm specialises in roads, traffic & transportation, structural engineering, town planning and township infrastructure such as roads,
sanitation and water services. Predominantly
a KwaZulu-Natal-based firm, BCP has offices
in Durban, Pietermaritzburg, Newcastle and
Bedfordview in Gauteng.

ALTERNATORS
FOR GAUTRAIN
The Bombela Concession Company, contractors for the Gautrain Rapid Rail Link, has awarded
the contract for the supply of standby power to
Barlow Equipment’s generating set specialists,
Umdeni Circon.
‘This prestigious power generation project involves the supply of nine specially manufactured
generating sets, which are being used as a source
of power supply during construction and in the
tunnels for ventilation,’ says Peter Stopforth, sales
engineer for Umdeni Circon, part of Barloworld
Equipment. ‘This power generation equipment
is fitted as standard with quality branded Leroy

Somer alternators which are selected for reliability, minimal maintenance requirements, extended service life and a sound support service.
‘All ancillary equipment for the control,
switching and installation of power generation
equipment for this project has been fully sound
attenuated and is completely automatic, according to Bombela’s requirements.’
High-strength LSC alternators, with capacities between 350 kVA and 630 kVA, offer high
efficiencies, low voltage dips and reduced sound
levels.
LSC alternators are dynamically balanced and
have a Class H insulation system. Windings are
impregnated under vacuum and pressure (VPI),
which ensures complete penetration of resin into
slot windings and overhangs.
The Arep excitation system, which is a
brushless, self-excited system known for its efficient performance and enhanced safety, has
been adapted for the exact requirements of the
Gautrain. This excitation system enables a short
circuit current of about three times the rated current to be maintained for ten seconds. This means
that a circuit breaker can be tripped if there is a
fault, without disturbing other loads supplied by
the alternator.
These alternators provide continuous operation and standby operation. The large terminal
box is located on top of the alternator with space
for easy termination of cables.

THABAZIMBI MINE USING
LOCALLY DEVELOPED
DUST SUPPRESSANT
Thabazimbi Mine anticipates a saving in excess
of R50 000 per month as a locally developed
dust suppressant product is being utilised on
the pit’s road surfaces in their Kwaggashoek East

The Kwaggashoek East open pit where the product is being used

open pit section.
The product, Roads Environmental Dust
Suppressant (REDS), developed locally by
Samchem, is being tested over a six month
period.
The tests are already showing impressive
results at the Kwaggashoek East open pit, one of
four pits.
On water usage alone there are savings of
up to 96%, saving over 5,5 million litres of water
per month.
‘Using water as a dust suppressant needed
128 trips per month in a bowser truck, with each
trip having a distance of up to six kilometres and
45 000 litres of water used on each trip. We now
only do one trip a week, over weekends, which
does not disrupt the normal days work,’ says
mine pit superintendent Grant Crawley.
‘The monthly savings of R50 000 exclude
water usage and only covers diesel savings,
vehicle maintenance and tyre wear and tear. If
we included water savings the figure would be
significantly higher.’
‘Overall, using REDS at all four pits could see
savings of over R2,5 million per annum,’ says
Crawley.

FOREIGN DONORS HELP
IN SADC CAPACITY
DEVELOPMENT
International donor organisations based
largely in Europe have asked SRK Consulting to
make recommendations for the development
of human resources capacity within the Water
Division of the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) Secretariat.
According to Tim Hart, a social and institutional development specialist, SRK Consulting
was approached through Danida, the Danish
funding agency.
‘We were asked to work with a group of

international donor agencies and the SADC Water
Division to explore possibilities for short and medium-term capacity support to the division, based
in Gaborone, Botswana,’ Hart said.
Hart, a partner in SRK Consulting and the
project leader, said the mandate of the Water
Division is to look at water resource management
from a regional perspective. It facilitates the
management of trans-boundary water resources
and seeks to motivate initiatives that will promote
development and alleviate poverty.
He said SRK had completed the R100 000
project over a period of three weeks and had
recently presented its recommendations to
the donors and the SADC Water Division in
Gaborone.

WEST RAND ENGINEERING
SUPPLIES CONSUMABLES
TO GAUTRAIN PROJECT
West Rand Engineering (WRE), leading local
manufacturer of mining consumables, is supplying a range of its products to the Bombela
Consortium. The valves, fittings and other consumables will be used during the preparation
phase of the Gautrain project.
According to Shaun Basel, marketing director,
WRE, during this phase of construction the same
skills that are required of personnel in the hard
rock mining industry are being utilised for the
Gautrain project.
‘Many of the products being used for tunnelling, drilling and shaft sinking at stations during
the initial stages of the project are the same as
those employed in the hard-rock mining industry.’
WRE will be supplying a range of valves and
fittings and other equipment used in drilling. This
order is a substantial one for the company and
WRE will be supplying products to the project on
an ongoing basis.

FIRST 32-CHANNEL GPS
WITH FREE MAP UPDATES
NOW AVAILABLE
Local Holux distributor Justmobile (Pty)
Ltd has announced the availability of the first
32-channel GPS in South Africa. The Holux
GPSmile 53CLife GPS is an affordable GPS and
comes with HandyMAP navigation software for
the Windows CE platform.
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According to Justmobile (Pty) Ltd director
Justin Steven, the Holux GPSmile 53CLife is the
first model in South Africa sporting a 32-channel
receiving chipset. ‘This means one doesn’t lose a
signal that often whilst driving or in built-up city
centres. Establishing satellite reception is fast, and
the same with reactivating reception after one
has turned the unit off. When it comes to connectivity and signal strength, the 53CLife is one
of the best.’
The new Holux GPSmile 53CLife portable
automobile navigation device comes with some
neat features including photo viewing, eBook,
and MP3 player. It also comes with a stylus which
makes it easy to enter destination addresses. There
is 32 MB of NAND flash memory on-board and
64 MB SDRAM memory for operating system
and embedded applications. More importantly,
HandyMAP offers a free software upgrade option
without having to pay for new hardware.
At the heart of the device is a Samsung
S3C2440A processor running at 400 MHz, with
Windows CE.Net 5.0. The display is a TFT-LCD
capable of QVGA resolution at 16,7 million colours
and it offers touch-screen interface as well.

`KHOISAN CULTURAL
CENTRE’ WINS C&CI
CONCRETE DESIGN
COMPETITION
The first prize in the new Cement & Concrete
Institute’s annual Architectural Students’

Competition has been won by Marco Scriba of
the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University in
Port Elizabeth.
Scriba won R30 000 for his design of a
Khoisan cultural centre which he envisaged being
erected outside Hankey in the Eastern Cape, next
to the existing Sarah Baartman grave.
The C&CI competition, introduced last year,
seeks to promote the expressive use of concrete
and stimulate architectural education in the
fourth year of study. In addition, the competition seeks to encourage architectural dialogue
within South Africa and, hopefully in future, also
Mozambique. Aimed at students in their secondlast year of study at the seven South African
universities that offer professional architectural
qualifications, the competition’s first judging took
place earlier this year at the annual Architectural
Students’ Congress in Cape Town.
In addition to the R30 000 prize won by
Scriba, three Highly Commended prizes of
R5 000 each were awarded to Roxanne Kaye
(UCT) for her design of a Hindu Temple and
Community Centre; John Peska (UP) for his
Bhamjee Builders’ Yard; and Kennedy Mackinnon
(Wits) for her Jazz Café.
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1 Marco Scriba’s prize-winning design
2 Marco is a fourth-year student at the Nelson Mandela

Metropolitan University’s Department of Architecture
Scriba said of his winning entry: ‘Concrete
has been used carefully to mould the building
into the landscape. The building expresses a play
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between solid and void – the solid being the
concrete and mass playing off against the void
which are lighter materials like timber. This reinforces the idea of diverting the visitor’s attention
from the building towards surrounding nature
and the Baartman grave. The building achieves
a timeless feel, thereby respecting the nature of
the Khoisan.’

INAUGURATION OF NEW
ECSA PRESIDENT

Trueman Goba
The Engineering Council of South Africa
(ECSA) has announced the inauguration of
Trueman Goba as their new president for the
term 2007 to 2009.
Trueman – who is no stranger to SAICE,
being a past president of the Institution – holds
bachelor’s and master’s degrees in civil engineering from Natal and Cornell universities
and was one of the first black South Africans to
graduate with a degree in engineering in South
Africa. He is the executive chairman of Goba
(Pty) Ltd.
His current involvement with ECSA includes
being council member, chairperson of the
International Affairs Committee and a member of
the accreditation team for civil engineering programmes at universities. He was also appointed
by the Minister of Public Works as member of
the Construction Industry Development Board
(CIDB), where he has been actively involved
in the drafting of the planned Register of
Professional Service Providers.
Further to that, he is a Fellow of SAICE the
South African Academy of Engineering.
Trueman’s engineering experience started
as a graduate working on tunnelling and related
geotechnical investigations, structural designs
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and hydraulics. Projects then included the
Glenwood and Inanda Wiggins tunnels in Durban
and national and rural roads in KwaZulu-Natal.
From there his career path took him to
Cornell University in the USA and then Baltimore,
Maryland, where he worked on highways and
tunnel projects before returning to South Africa.
His work in rural South Africa saw communities
benefiting from projects to improve clean water
supplies, sanitation and road improvements in
these areas.
He established a multi-disciplinary firm
in 1993 with a colleague, Ebenezer Moahloli.
Through mergers it became the well-known
Goba (Pty) Ltd, of which he has been the executive chairman since 2001.
Goba (Pty) Ltd has been involved in several
award-winning projects such as the Nelson
Mandela Bridge in Johannesburg, the N4
Platinum Toll Freeway, the Berg River Dam at
Franschhoek, the Durban Harbour Tunnel, as well
as the Tsitsa River Bridge in the Eastern Cape,
among the more recent ones.
Trueman’s experience as an engineer, as
well as his business acumen, holds promise for
ECSA to achieve many goals during his term
of presidency.

SRK NOW OPERATING
IN ANGOLA
SRK Consulting (SA) (Pty) Ltd has set up a
joint venture with Orlean Investment Angola to

Giovinni Manini, general manager of Orlean Investment
Angola, and Brian Middleton, managing director SRK
Consulting SA (Pty) Ltd, signing the agreement
meet the demand, driven by the current economic boom in Angola, for environmental consulting services.
Called Angola Environmental Consulting
Lda, with general manager, Les Abrams, the
practice comprises a senior environmental
scientist/practitioner, two junior environmental
scientists and a support person.
Brian Middleton, managing director of SRK,
says: ‘The company has been working on a
number of contracts in Angola for close to two
years and as a result, has made the decision to
open an office in the country.’
SRK is a South African founded, global
group of consulting engineers and scientists that
provide independent technical advice to natural
resource industries.
‘Our presence in Angola started with our
involvement on an EIA project and continued
with environmental services for an incinerator
and thermal absorption unit to treat waste from
drill rigs, and for a waste disposal site.
‘Our work so impressed Orlean Investment
Angola – the company that commissioned us
– that we set up a joint venture to provide environment consulting services to the country.’
Apart from the current economic boom in
Angola, the demand for SRK’s services has also
been driven by the country’s environmental legislation, which has become more stringent.
However, Middleton says, SRK’s work is not
limited to environment services. ‘We provide a
full range of SRK services in Angola, and, as a
result, will be changing the name of the Angolan
practice to Angola Resource Consultants before
the end of this year.’

People
Western Cape Province
honours Mike Shand
The government of the Western Cape recently paid tribute to outstanding citizens
of the province.
Mike Shand was one of the recipients.
He was awarded the Order of the Disa for
the outstanding contribution he made over
many years in the development of water
resources in the province and stormwater
management in the Cape Town metropolitan area.
Mike obtained his BSc in Civil
Engineering from UCT in 1963 and MS
and PhD degrees from the Berkley campus
of the University of California. On returning to South Africa in 1969 he joined
Ninham Shand and worked in the Cape
Town, Maseru, Port Elizabeth and Durban
offices of the firm and also as resident engineer on Xonxa Dam near Queenstown.
He returned to Cape Town in 1977 to
take responsiblity for the hydrological and
hydraulic design of the firm, including
water resources planning, yield and flood
hydrology, hydraulic design and model
testing of spillways and other structures,
stormwater management, floodline determination and the design of canals,
bridges, pipelines and pump stations.
Some of the major projects he has been
involved with are the feasibility studies
and design of the Impofu Dam, treatment works and pipelines for DWAF and

Port Elizabeth, Garden Route Dam for
George, Stettynskloof Dam for Worcester,
Bridledrift Dam raising for East London
and many other smaller dams. He was also
responsible for the reservoirs and pipelines for Oudtshoorn, and the hydrological
and hydraulic components of the LHWP.
Since 1989 he has worked closely with
DWAF on water resources planning for the
Western Cape leading to the Berg River
Project, for the Algoa and Amatola systems, the Orange River Replanning Study,
the Vaal Augmentation Planning Study,
the Klein Karoo study and the situation
assessments in the Eastern and Western
Cape.
He has served as chairman of SAICE’s
Water Division and Western Cape Branch.

OTHER NEWS
■ Professor Alex Visser, a past president

of SAICE, was recently inducted as
president of the Philatelic Federation
of Southern Africa by Neville Polakow,
RDPSA, the previous president. Alex follows in the footsteps of Basil Kantey, who
also fulfilled both roles.
■ Steven Rosettenstein has been appointed
Assistant Business Manager – Sugar by
Bosch Projects (Pty) Ltd, part of the B &
A Group.
■ Dave Schultz has been appointed
Regional Manager Durban for DOKA
South Africa.

Mike Shand, Professor Alex Visser, Steven Rosettenstein, Dave Schultz

Mike Shand was one of the
recipients. He was awarded
the Order of the Disa for
the outstanding contribution
he made over many years
in the development of
water resources in the
province and stormwater
management in the Cape
Town metropolitan area
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SAICE AND PROFESSI0NAL NEWS

Our very first

At a glittering event held in the
Sandton Convention Centre on
7 November, SAICE’s magazine,
Civil Engineering, won the coveted
2007 PICA Award for the
best magazine in the category
Construction, Engineering and
Related Industries

1

3

2
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‘As the PiCA is one of the premier
awards in the South African publishing
industry, winning this award is a huge
achievement for SAICE and we would
like to thank every branch, division and
individual member who had contributed
to our magazine over the last year. Your
contributions obviously did not go unnoticed,’ commented an elated Dawie Botha,
SAICE’s executive director.
‘Sincere thanks, too, to our Editorial
Panel, under the focused leadership and
expert guidance of Elsabé Kearsley, for all
their hard work.
‘And of course, a very special thank
you to our editor, Sarie Moolman, who
conjures up trendy and informative issues
of our magazine every month, often under
4

extreme pressure. On the very night that
her magazine won this award, Sarie was
unfortunately in bed with severe flu, so we
sent her a big “congratulations-and-getbetter-soon” bunch of flowers to soften the
“blow”!
‘We would also like to thank Barbara
Spence, our advertising executive, for her
enormous contribution to the success of
our magazine. Every single advert, painstakingly sourced and delivered on time,
adds to the revenue that enables Sarie to
produce regular quality issues of our magazine,’ said Dawie.

OUTSTANDING WORK REWARDED
‘The 2007 awards prove that the South
African magazine industry is thriving and

PiCA Award!
that there is a lot of outstanding homegrown talent,’ said Desire du Plessis, PiCA
Awards Committee Chair.
Following the gala event last month, the
final numbers for this year’s PiCA Awards
have come in and it has undeniably grown
over previous years. With more delegates
and entries in the revamped categories the
event has matured, achieving world-class
standards.
‘The PICA Awards have changed a lot
over the course of 2007, in terms of look,
composition of judging panels, and categories. The changes place the focus exactly
where it should be – rewarding outstanding
work in the magazine industry. This will
remain the heart of the PiCA Awards for
years to come,’ Du Plessis concludes.
1 ‘Bekaf’. Civil Engineering editor Sarie Moolman was

in bed with flu and couldn’t join in the celebrations …
2 Looking forward to another year … Barbara and Lewis Spence
3 We did it! Dawie Botha with Elsabé Kearsley
4 Barbara Spence (Avenue Advertising), Elsabé
Kearsley (chair, Editorial Panel), Jaco de Wet (Marketing
Support Services), Verelene de Koker (SAICE National
Office), Lorraine de Ronde (Avenue Advertising)

Please convey my congratulations to all
concerned, including Sarie and Barbara. This
is a real scoop! –
Sam Amod

Please extend the congratulations of the F
& A Committee and of myself to the staff
of SAICE involved with the magazine, the
Editorial Panel, Elsabé, Sarie and Barbara for
an outstanding achievement
Peter Kleynhans

Beste Dawie: Baie geluk aan jou en die
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FOR EXCELLENCE IN MAGAZINE

PUBLISHING AND JOURNALISM

This is what the
judges had to say

‘A highly relevant magazine to the broad-ranging civil
engineering field, this magazine ensures readers always find
content that is useful and interesting. Being of a highly technical
nature, the material does not lend itself to creative presentation,
yet the publishers have achieved a result that is easy to navigate,
and visually strong. This title is an indispensable tool for the
market it serves and is a deserving winner’
redaksionele span van ons tydskrif. Die
toekenning vir die tydskrif is ryklik verdien en
ons geniet ook altyd om die artikels te lees

This is great news. What an achievement.
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL INVOLVED
Richard Turner

Frank van Duuren

Uitstekend. Baie geluk
Willie Potgieter

Congratulations from us all at SAACE
– a very well deserved award
Graham Pirie (South African Association of
Consulting Engineers)

CONGRATULATIONS!
Theo van Robbroeck

Please convey my congratulations to the
SAICE team on achieving such a prestigious
award. I think it is well deserved and the
magazine has definitely come a long way.
Well done!

Dear Sarie: Please accept my personal
congratulations. Over many decades I have
witnessed the growth of our magazine to the
wonderful publication that it now is
Will Alexander

Wat meer kan ek sê in die jaar van die
Wêreldbeker. Skitterend en veels geluk. Gaan
voort met die goeie werk. Ek is trots om deel
van die familie te wees
Danie Paulsen

Brilliant and congratulations –
nice to be a civil engineer !
Louis de Waal

Malcolm Pautz
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Numbers & Needs in
local government launched
Numbers & needs in local government: civil
engineering – the critical profession for service
delivery by Allyson Lawless was launched at
SAICE House in Midrand on 26 November
2007.
This document covers extensive research
on the challenges of service delivery in local
government and the suggested interventions
that will effect a turnaround, which are both
feasible and achievable.
Allyson stressed that ‘there is no alternative for South Africa but to build a strong
third tier of government – local government’.
She is of the opinion that South Africa
has a limited window of opportunity of five
to possibly ten years to turn around the
skills decline and transfer expertise. This
period relates to the fact that the majority of
experienced civil engineering professionals
are in their late fifties and older. South Africa
must harness their expertise to transfer skills
to the younger generation whilst they are
still active, able and willing. Innovation and
thinking out of the box will be required.

TO ALL SAICE MEMBERS
This is a note of thanks from everybody involved

South Africa’s economy and the quality
of life of its citizens depend on the supply
and efficient management of infrastructure.
The bulk of the infrastructure identified in
the Millennium Development Goals (MDG)
is the domain of local government. At the
heart of service delivery is the civil engineering profession, which plays a pivotal
role in creating, operating and maintaining
infrastructure.
Local government carries the responsibility for ensuring sustainable and efficient
water supply, sanitation, roads, electricity,
waste disposal, health facilities, which are
only achievable with appropriate engineering skills in place. Where there is no
potable water or where systems malfunction,
people are at risk of contracting waterborne
diseases, such as cholera, dysentery and typhoid. Increasingly communities are demonstrating their frustration with insufficient and
inefficient delivery of services in many areas.
Viable local government is achievable,
but strategies and capacities are required
in the magazine to the numerous contributors
to this year’s issues of Civil Engineering. Kindly

to increase income, reduce losses, root out
failures and ensure that delivery and growth
go hand in hand.
In the new publication Allyson discusses
practical short-, medium- and long-term
interventions which should be initiated immediately. To achieve this she has created a
model of three parallel streams of activities,
including a turnaround team in engineering
departments, to develop plans and grow
capacity.
Allyson believes that the preoccupation
with restructuring should be replaced with
a determination to rebuild technical structures. She says that the zoom-in and zoomout short-term support currently being
offered, while necessary to address burning
issues, does little to build the long-term sustainability of local government.
In Number & Needs II Allyson offers an overview
of local government, discusses the past and
present, and shares ideas for the future. Read
more in our January issue! – Ed

diarise the submission dates below – as always,
we will rely heavily on your contributions!

FEATURES FOR CIVIL ENGINEERING 2008
ISSUE

MAIN FEATURE 1 (DIVISIONS §)

SUB-FEATURE 1
(BRANCHES*)

SUB-FEATURE 2
(OFFICIAL LANGUAGES)
MAIN THEME:
HISTORY AND HERITAGE

D-DATE:
SUBMISSIONS TO
EDITOR

FEBRUARY

IT§ and Technology

Free State*

Sesotho

2 January 2007

MARCH

Structural §

North West*

Setswana

15 January 2008

APRIL

Geotechnical §

Young engineers

SiSwati

15 February 2008

MAY

Railways and Harbours § (Coastal)

Limpopo*

Tshivenda

15 March 2008

JUNE

Water§

Lowveld*

Xitsonga

15 April 2008

JULY

Construction
Project Management§

Highveld;* Northern Cape*

Afrikaans

15 May 2008

AUGUST

Environmental §

Western Cape;* Southern Cape*

English

15 June 2008

SEPTEMBER

Transportation§

Gauteng (Witwatersrand* and
Pretoria*)

IsiNdebele

15 July 2008

OCTOBER

Urban and Rural

Eastern Cape (Amatola,* Algoa,*
Transkei*)

IsiXhosa

15 August 2008

NOV/DEC

Awards

KwaZulu-Natal (Durban,*
Pietermaritzburg* and Zululand*)

IsiZulu

15 September 2008

§

Divisions * Branches
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Thank You!
Civil Engineering magazine is
considerably enhanced by the value that
our members put on the title and the relationship that our readers have with SAICE,
particularly with what they regard as ‘their’
magazine.
Evidence of astute advertisers recognising this advantage is the fact that our
advertising support continues to grow, al-

lowing us in turn to provide more pages of
valuable content and more ‘thud factor’!
It is interesting to observe the different
media and their positioning in a certain
sector. The engineering publications have
shown some noteworthy developments over
the past while, with our magazine certainly
attracting a lot more interest. But more than
that, the magazine is attracting a lot more

advertising and featuring more prominently
on the ad schedules of astute advertisers.
And this year, we have ended the year on
a very high note, winning the 2007 PiCA
award in our category.
All of this would not have been possible
without the support from many stakeholders, but in particular our loyal advertisers, who are listed below.

Autodesk

Gautrain

Railside Serives

Active Scanning

GCD – Geo Compaction Dynamics

Recruiting Professionals

Advantage ACT

Genrec Engineering

Reinforced Earth

AdVtech Communicate Personnel

GLM

Remchannel

AdVtech Network Recruitment

Goba

RIC Africa

Afribuild

Harrison Grierson Consultants

Robor

Africon Engineering International

Hays Construction and Property

South African Road Federation

Alexander Forbes Risk Services

Holcim

Sabita

Allyson Lawless and Associates

Ilifa Africa Engineers

Safcec

Amitech SA

Infraset

Salberg

Aquadam

Jan Palm Consulting Engineers

SAPPMA

Aquatan

Jeffares & Green

SBS Water Systems

Arcus Gibb

Jones & Wagener

Sinotech

Aveng Africa

Kantey & Templer

Sky Recruitment Australia

Aveng Group

Kaytech

Southern Geotechnical Engineering

Basil Read

Key Plan

SRK Consulting Engineers

Beca Infrastructure

Knowledge Base Software

SSI International

Behaviour Based Initiatives

Kwezi V3 Engineers

SSIS Sahara

Beresford Blake Thomas

Kwikspace Modular Buildings

Steeldale Reinforcing

Bigen Africa

Land Partners

Stemele Bosch Africa

BKS

Land Rehabilitation Systems

Styria

Bombela Civil Joint Venture

Lennings Rail Services

Super Group Equipment

Carlamani Conferences & Events

Liberty Life

TCTA

Cement & Concrete Institute

Maccaferri SA

Technocad

Chryso SA

Makhetha Development Consultants

Tenderscan

Classic Seminars

Maunsell Limited

Terratest

CMA

Model Maker Systems

Timken

Concor Technicrete

Much Asphalt

TOSAS

Copper Development Association Africa

Ninham Shand

Transit NZ

CSIR

Nurcha

TTT Africa

DAV Professional Placements

PAG

Tubular Track

Degrémont SA

Palabora Mining Company

University of Cape Town

Doka SA

Pass

University of Johannesburg

DPI Plastics

Payload Truck Hire

University of Pretoria

Durapiling

P D Naidoo and Associates

University of Stellenbosch

Duraset/Grinaker-LTA

Pieter Louw and Associates

UWP Consulting

EDM Recruitment

Pilequip SA

VAE

Elec-Corr

Plasser Railway Machinery

Vela VKE

Electra Mining

Power Group Financial and Management

ESOR

Pretoria Portland Cement

Wits School of Civil and Environmental
Engineering

Felehetsa Environmental

Project Pro

WSP

Franki Africa

Prokon Software Consultants
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SAICE
Journal
receives international accreditation
In August the Institution received
notification that the Journal of the South
African Institution of Civil Engineering (the
SAICE Journal) had been selected for
coverage in the Science Citation Index
Expanded (generally referred to as an
ISI-listing) and that indexing would begin
later in 2007. International accreditation
of this nature has huge significance for
the Institution and for the status of its
technical journal, as researchers of note
usually only submit to internationally accredited journals.
The Science Citation Index is a cita4%#(./#!$ !$ PDF



 0-

JOURNAL
of the South African Institution of Civil Engineering

Volume 49 Number 3 September 2007

tion index originally produced by the
Institute of Scientific Information (ISI) in
1960, which is now owned by Thomson
Scientific. The online version (Science
Citation Index Expanded) covers 6 400
of the world’s leading journals of science
and technology, but mainly those in the
English language.
As far as the members of SAICE’s
Journal Panel were aware, there were only
17 South African journals listed at the
time the good news was received. This
means that our journal could now be
number 18 in South Africa.
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SAICE Awards evening
1

2

This year’s Awards Function was held on 2 October at the
Bytes Conference Centre in Midrand. Here are some of the people
who were responsible for the award-winning projects.
1 Winner of the category Technical
Excellence – Durban Harbour Tunnel

Back: Andy Griffiths (Goba), Neil MacLeod (SAICE President).
Front: Peter Viljoen (Goba), Frank Stevens (eThekwini Water and
Sanitation)
2 Johan de Koker (President Elect SAICE) and Charles Scott of
Knowledge Base (Pty) Ltd with the trophy and certificate won by
the company for being the Most Supportive Advertiser in the SAICE
Magazine in 2006. Charles accepted the award on behalf of company Knowledge Base CEO Vincent Bester
3

3 Winner of the category Community-Based Projects
– Community Bridge across the White Mfolozi River

Pieter van Niekerk (SSI, Johannesburg), Neil Macleod, Simphiwe
Nkosi (KwaZulu-Natal Department of Transport, Pietermaritzburg),
Ravi Ronny (SANRAL Eastern Region), Edwin Kruger (SANRAL,
Pretoria), Prudent Katide (SSI, Pietermaritzburg)

Commendation in the category Technical Excellence
– Mariannhill Landfill Conservancy
4

Neil Macleod with John Parkin (Department of Cleansing and Solid
Waste, eThekwini Municipality)
5 Commendation in the category Community-Based Projects
– the Makwane Road Project

Back: Piet Louw (DMV Baeletsi), Hendrik Louw (DMV Baeletsi),
Tokkie Venter (Kelopile/Mthombeni), Henrie Kotze (Free State
Roads), Werner Venter (DMV Baeletsi), Neil Macleod and Lemias
Mashile (SAICE Council). Front: Shashapa Motaung (Councillor),
Karabelo Mofutsanyana (DMV Baeletsi), Jackie Jacobs (Free State
EPWP)

4

6 Best Presentation
Award – Tsitsa River Bridge

Elias Kweyama and Gary Hooper (Goba) with Neil Macleod
6

5
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Winner of our
reader survey
1

2

1 The draw to determine
the winner of the executive
office chair in our recent
reader survey was taken care
of by Dawie Botha, suitably
attired and blindfolded
2 The winner of the
executive office chair, Tony
Boniface (Gautrain Rapid
Rail Link)
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The condition of the road will
reflect the future of the city
Cents wise, Rand foolish – that’s what South Africa is, at least when it
comes to expenditure on roads maintenance. By skimping on maintaining
roads now, local authorities are creating exponentially higher
maintenance costs in the future, and are slowing down critical
government service delivery in the meantime.

So why not move from the disposition of cents wise, Rand foolish to a stitch in time saves nine?

Deferring road maintenance
is false economy

E-mail: info@sabita.co.za Web: www.sabita.co.za
Telephone: +27 (0)21 531 2718 Fax: +27 (0)21 531 2606

Addicted
to
SAICE!
Dawie Botha reporting on the recent Council meeting
At the SAICE Council meeting
of 3 October 2007 Seetella Makhetha,
chairman of the Membership Committee,
jokingly urged members to ‘toi-toi for
SAICE’, thereby demonstrating their ‘addiction’ to their professional home.
And indeed, judging from the lively
discussions and reporting on the day,
SAICE Council members are undoubtedly
committed to the growth and well-being
of the Institution on behalf of its members.
It was inspiring to listen to representatives of the various committees, panels,
branches and divisions reporting on the
enormous amount of voluntary work done
by so many SAICE members, despite
heavy workloads. In addition, SAICE
units have a strong sense of community
service which translates into considerable local and international interaction
and outreach.
Bearing in mind the information overload that our members are already exposed
to every day, we decided to keep this report
on matters discussed at Council as brief
and to the point as possible.

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES 2008
The following members will lead in the
2008 SAICE governance structures:

Office bearers

President Johan de Koker
President Elect Elsabé Kearsley
Vice-Presidents Chris Campbell, Ali Naidu,

Tom McKune, Werner Jerling

Immediate Past President Neil Macleod

Council members excluding branch and
division representatives
Faried Allie, Neil Armitage, Allyson
Lawless, Pieter Louw, Danai Magugumela
Lemias Mashile, Jones Moloisane, Tony
Murray, Hermien Pieterse, Chris Roth
Athol Schwarz, Martin van Veelen

Chairs of National Office standing
committees and panels

Finance and Administration Peter Kleynhans
Membership Seetella Makhetha
Education and Training Tom McKune
International Relations Derek Burger
History and Heritage Tony Murray
Magazine Elsabé Kearsley
Journal Eben Rust
SAICE Section 21 Company Allyson Lawless

SAICE HOUSE
SAICE House in Midrand is increasingly proving to be a fantastic asset. In
2005, after having spent the first 104
years wandering around Cape Town and
Johannesburg, the Institution settled into
its own home, of which the bond is now
fully paid up. SAICE House is usually a
hive of activity with members and visitors
frequenting the bookshop and attending
meetings or courses, and with other organisations making use of our boardroom facilities, at a fee of course!
We also have two new employees at
SAICE House – Denver Siebritz who was
appointed as operations manager in May,
and Isabel Herbst, duly dubbed ‘Miss
Money’, who joined us in August as the new
financial manager.

FINANCES AND MEMBERSHIP
SUBSCRIPTIONS
The SAICE budget for 2008 is a breakeven
one with income and expenditure at
R14,7 million. Currently SAICE’s finances
are sound, with a surplus that has been
built up gradually over the past three years.
Surplus operational funds are being stored
in the SAICE House bond to provide for
less favourable times than the one we are
currently experiencing. In addition, investments are made in new initiatives to benefit
members.
Although the temptation was great
to levy lower membership subscription
increases in these times, this would be
too painful to make up again. Some of
our senior members will be able to tell the
younger generation of very unpopular 15%
increases in the not so distant past! Council
has therefore decided that membership
subscription for 2008 will increase by 6%.
It was also decided to retain the early-bird
discount system, which hugely benefits
early payers.
SAICE management has in the
last decade been striving to make the
Institution less dependent on membership
subscriptions as a source of income. We are
happy to announce that for the first time
ever, income from membership subscriptions has been budgeted at less than half of
the total income. This state of affairs is also
indicative of the dynamic nature of SAICE’s
income-generating activities, such as the
bookshop, well-attended courses, and the

renting out of boardrooms for meetings and
conferences.

BRANCHES AND DIVISIONS
The auditors have agreed to remove the
vexed qualification on our audited statements regarding the branches and divisions
on condition that they are allowed to audit
a selection of units every year. National
Office, specifically financial manager Isabel
Herbst, will assist with setting in motion
the process and preparing the templates for
accounting reports.
Some branches are administratively
challenged as a result of a dwindling numbers of active members and are therefore
battling to organise bridge building competitions, nominate projects for awards,
arrange CPD events, nominate of Fellows,
to name but a few. In future they will be
assisted by National Office staff.
Various divisions who are experiencing
similar problems are considering clubbing
together to appoint full-time staff at SAICE
House to assist with their administrative
duties – an option that could become a successful solution.
While on the subject of branches and
divisions – National Office needs the
names and contact details of your 2008
committee members in order to finalise
the 2008 Official Register. As most of you
know, this register, which is also available
on the SAICE website at www.civils.org.za,
is a valuable networking tool.

MEMBERSHIP INDABA
The Membership Committee, in conjunction with colleagues from the Finance
and Administration Committee and the
Education and Training Panel, will be hosting
an indaba in November to debate SAICE’s
road ahead. Despite an encouraging surge
in numbers from the younger members, a
great concern is how to promote additional
membership of the Institution to counter the
retirement in five years’ time of the so-called
baby boomers, who are currently forming a
substantial part of the membership base. In
addition, the serious dip in the 35–45 age
bracket caused by emigration and other factors has to be addressed.
What would also need to be discussed at
this indaba is how to address the problem of
poor attendance by members at meetings of
SAICE units.
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1

2

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
During the past year to eighteen months
the Education and Training Panel has
survived the initial concerns regarding
the formal implementation of Continuing
Professional Development (CPD). This
panel has overseen the verification of 165
CPD courses, reviewed the essay topics for
professional registration, and organised and
administered an unprecedented number of
courses and workshops.
The E&T Panel had previously debated
the issue of sharing income from roadshows arranged and managed by National
Office. A revised financial model concerning sharing of costs and surpluses was
developed and approved and is being used
on a trial basis, especially for roadshows.
It is hoped that this model will encourage
increased participation from branches and
divisions regarding the development of new
training courses.
Another task that the E&T Panel will
be attending to in the coming months is
the streamlining of the process that records
CPD activities of members.

MAGAZINE AND JOURNAL
One of the avenues through which the
Institution is becoming increasingly visible
is the SAICE magazine, Civil Engineering.
Circulation for the period July to September
2007 has grown by 5,3% compared to the
same period last year. Magazine income has
increased significantly, with most advertisers paying their dues within sixty days.
This in turn has enabled the editorial team
to produce a thicker and more attractive
magazine. A reader survey was conducted
earlier this year to gauge membership
perceptions of the magazine. It transpired
that most members perceive the magazine
as informative, attractive and of particular
relevance to the profession.
In August the Institution received notification that the SAICE Journal had been
selected for coverage in the Science Citation
Index Expanded (generally referred to as an
ISI-listing) and that indexing would begin
late in 2007. International accreditation of
this nature has huge significance for the
Institution and for the status of its technical
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journal, as researchers of note usually only
submit to internationally accredited journals.
At the Council meeting the joint winners of the 2006 Best Paper Award were
announced. The two winning papers and
their authors are:
■ ‘Assessing the repeatability and reproducibility values of South African durability
index test’ – K Stanish, M G Alexander,
Y Ballim
■ ‘An assessment of the accuracy of nine
design models for predicting creep in
concrete’ – G C Fanourakis, Y Ballim

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
NETWORKING
SAICE has a staggering network of national
and international contacts, ranging from
sister engineering institutions worldwide,
to UNESCO, to bodies such as Engineers
Against Poverty, the World Federation of
Engineering Organisations, the World
Council of Civil Engineers, and the Africa
Engineers Forum, which is a SAICE offspring. In many instances mutual cooperation agreements are in place.
The scope for international liaison is
so wide that members who would like
to become involved in the International
Relations Panel would be welcomed with
open arms! It is generally accepted that
globalisation demands participation to keep
the profession in the engineering race.

HISTORY AND HERITAGE
The History and Heritage Panel has been
responsible for some very interesting and
informative articles published in the SAICE
magazine. Through its focus on matters
historical, the panel is making a concerted
effort to bring historic civil engineering
achievements closer to the general public
and fellow members of the profession,
thereby establishing an awareness of the
long-standing contribution to society by the
civil engineering profession.
The panel relies heavily on cooperation
from the branches and divisions, especially
with regard to South African history, and
contributions would therefore be greatly
appreciated. Members who, in the course

3

7

of work or leisure, identify artefacts that
warrant investigation and a write-up are
most welcome to inform the History and
Heritage Panel.

SECTION 21 PROGRAMMES
Allyson Lawless informed Council that a
number of programmes are being pursued.
The ENERGYS pilot project has now come
of age and will in future be administered
by the Development Bank of Southern
Africa. This move will free up capacity for
the Section 21 company to concentrate on
further capacity-building prototypes and
pilot projects.

LAUNCH OF THE SECOND
NUMBERS & NEEDS
A follow-up to Allyson’s well-received first
study, Numbers & Needs: addressing imbalances in the civil engineering profession, was
to be launched on 26 November under the
title Numbers & Needs in Local Government.
This book promises to have as far-reaching
an effect as did the first one.

SNIPPETS FROM A FEW DIVISIONS
Joint Structural Division
Rob Young indicated that, in pursuing excellence, the division is participating in an
exercise with ECSA and the SAICE national
structure to address specialist competency
issues.
In May 2007 Rob Young and Steve
Mackie represented the division at the
IStructE Annual Conference in London.

4

8

IStructE will be celebrating its centenary
in 2008 and it is expected that the IStructE
president will be visiting South Africa in
August 2008.

Transportation
Sundran Naicker reported that the
Transportation Division had held a symposium in July 2007 together with the
Local Organising Committee of the 2010
FIFA World Cup tournament, the National
Department of Transport, the South
African National Road Agency, the South
African Rail Commuter Corporation, the
Airports Company of South Africa, the
South African Police Services, Gautrain,
and six of the nine host cities for 2010.
As a result of this symposium the
division compiled an assessment of the
readiness of the South African transport
system to cope with the 2010 event. This
information would be made known to decision-makers to facilitate appropriate action
where necessary.

Geotechnical
Gerhard Heymann informed Council that
members of the Geotechnical Division
are truly passionate about what they are
doing, and the division is therefore able
to go all out looking after the interests of
the broader geotechnical community. This
certainly reflects in geotechnical members’
enthusiastic and substantial support of divisional activities. It is not at all uncommon
to see members who normally compete

5

6

9

10

fiercely in business actually sticking together within the division.
Succession planning is well entrenched
within this division, thereby ensuring a
continuation of its dynamism.
The division also finds itself in an excellent financial position, thanks to various
sponsorships from industry, and good attendance of courses and seminars.

Railways and Harbours
Chris Campbell reported that the division
had again hosted a successful symposium
in September which attracted a record
number of some 250 delegates. Through
this biennial symposium the division
is able to generate sufficient funds to
sustain its functioning, contribute to the
SPEBS bursary scheme and to the Railway
Engineering Course developments at the
University of Pretoria, and host social
events with limited dependence on sponsorships.
Chris echoed a concern also raised by
a number of other chairs regarding the diminishing culture of volunteerism, mostly
as a result to limited time available to volunteers. The division intends investigating
a sustainable business model that can be
applied to the running of an organisation
under these circumstances.
A further aim is to canvass, together
with the SAICE Executive Board, all the
top management officials in the various
operating divisions of Transnet with a view
to create support and appreciation for em-

1 Allyson Lawless, chair Section 21 Company
2 Johan de Koker, President Elect 2007

3 Malcolm Pautz, chair Project Management Division
4 Neil Macleod, President 2007, contemplating

the next item on the agenda
5 Seetella Makhetha, chair Membership Committee
6 Derek Burger, chair International Panel
7 Two papers were chosen as joint winners of the SAICE
2006 Best Paper Award. Here Sam Amod, SAICE’s President in
2006, hands the award certificate to Dr George Fanourakis, who
accepted on behalf of his co-author, Professor Yunus Ballim
8 Peter Kleynhans, chair Finance and Administration Committee
9 Sam Amod, President 2006
10 Sundran Naicker, representative Transportation Division

ployees who are involved in SAICE and its
Railway and Harbour Division.

PASSING ON THE SAICE TORCH
Neil Macleod, who is fast approaching
the end of his reign, was warmly thanked
for his year of presidency by incoming
president Johan de Koker, who praised Neil
for his ability to speak off the cuff in any
situation and for presiding remarkably efficiently despite a very busy ‘globe-trotting’
work schedule. Johan assured Council that
Neil would remain part of the leadership
team for a considerable time.

GOOD WISHES FROM COUNCIL
We conclude by wishing all our members
a well earned and peaceful year-end break!
May you return refreshed and even more
addicted to SAICE!
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The South African Institution of Civil Engineering

Members’ Function 2008
Date:
Time:
Venue:

Thursday 21 February 2008
19:00 for 19:15
Bytes Conference Centre, Bytes Business Park, Block C,
241 Third Road, Halfway House, Midrand
Business attire

Dress:
Format:

Drinks on arrival followed by Johan de Koker’s presidential inauguration
and the bestowing of Honorary Fellowship/s in the auditorium. A finger
supper will be served afterwards.
Attendance is free but bookings are essential and will be handled on a
first come first served basis. Please note that we can accommodate
only a certain number of people.
Zina Girald on or before Friday 08 February 2008.
Fax: +27 (11) 805 5971 e-Mail: zgirald@saice.org.za

Cost:
RSVP:

Directions & Map

PROCEED TO:
CONFERENCE CENTRE - BLOCK C
241 THIRD ROAD, HALFWAY HOUSE, MIDRAND

Boulders

New Rd

Olifantsfontein
Offramp

M1
Allandale
Offramp

S

Johannesburg

ta

Bytes

New Road
Offramp

N1

Invic

N

Pretoria

N3

Old Olifantsfontein
Road

FROM SANDTON:
Take the N1 North from Sandton, turn left into NEW
ROAD. Continue until the traffic light where you
have a SHELL GARAGE on your left hand side.
Turn left into SIXTH ROAD (there is a directional
board displaying “BYTES CONFERENCE
CENTRE”).
At the very first road turn left again into INVICTA
ROAD. Continue until you reach a T-Junction and
turn right into THIRD ROAD. Pass the UNITED
HOTEL and right next door is the entrance to
BYTES BUSINESS PARK.

Shell Ultra City

FROM PRETORIA:
Take the N1 South from Pretoria – Take the NEW
ROAD off - ramp, turn right and cross over the
motorway taking the CROWTHORNE LANE. (in the
direction of Vodaworld and Kyalami)

Thir

d Rd

Sixth

N1

Rd

Booking Form
Name: __________________________________________ Company: ________________________________________________
Tel: ____________________ Fax: __________________ e-Mail: __________________________ Cell: ___________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________
Number of guests
(including yourself): __________________

Names of guests: ______________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Dietary requirements : _________________________________________________________ Signature: ____________________
COMPLETE AND FAX TO: Z GIRALD +27 11 805 5971 ON OR BEFORE 08/02/2008
TO DOWNLOAD MORE DETAILS PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.civils.org.za on the main top menu under > Events and Awards -> SAICE
Members’ Function

Text Marianne Vanderschuren
Centre for Transport Studies
University of Cape Town
021-650-2593
marianne.vanderschuren@uct.ac.za

Enabling people and

alleviating poverty

Transport is the motor of the
economy, but it comes at a price. According
to the International Road Federation (2006),
South Africa has the highest number of road
fatalities per 100 000 inhabitants in the
world. Anybody who travels during peak
hour knows about congestion and emissions
contribute towards brown haze and global
warming.
In the developing world the positive
effects (economic activity) are NOT equally
distributed. A large part of the South African
society is marginalised as a result of land use
planning during the apartheid era, putting
them on the edge of our cities far from economic activities. Those who have work have
to pay large parts of their income to travel.
The unemployed are stuck in the townships.
In 2002 Sekadi Phayane, a UCT student

in the Civil Engineering Department, did a
study into the use of bicycles as an alternative to long walks and relatively expensive
public transport. At the time, the price of a
refurbished bicycle was equivalent to two
months minibus taxi fare. This study was a
first engagement with the DOT’s new Shova
Kalula (paddle easy) programme, which
promotes cycling.
Earlier this year the newly established
Centre for Transport Studies at the University
of Cape Town hosted the kick-off meeting of
the Cycling Academia Network (CAN).
In the network, academics from India,
Brazil, the Netherlands and South Africa
collaborate. At least two PhD students
from each of the participating countries
will research cycling in the different countries. For part of the year all students will

Cycling and Public Transport integration in Houten (NL).
Picture courtesy of the City of Houten

spend between three and six months in the
Netherlands to exchange information and
be exposed to a developed country that has
high levels of cycling.
The CAN network has identified eight
interlinked themes that should be researched:
■ Identification of cycling demand needs,
behaviour and potential
■ Impact assessment of travel demand management related to cycling
■ Contribution of cycling to poverty alleviation and social inclusion
■ The interaction between urban form,
transport networks and cycling
■ Establishing a pro-cycling argumentation
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related to environmental and safety factors
■ Cycling-inclusive planning methods and

processes
■ Design of cycling facilities (non-motorised

transport (NMT) – public transport interface, intersections)
■ Vision for the city
In January 2008, the first three PhD students will register at UCT. Research will
focus on potential cycling demand, road
safety, infrastructure design, NMT policy

integration and, last but not least, poverty
alleviation. The Centre for Transport
Studies is collaborating with the Bicycle
Empowerment Network (BEN), an NGO
active in Cape Town.
Recent UCT master’s degree students
have established high potential for cycling
in Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, Bloemfontein
and Pretoria. Providing appropriate infrastructure and bicycles is obviously needed.
It is hoped that the Shova Kalula and CAN

programmes, as well as other initiatives
around the country, will make a difference
in the coming years.
It is the aim of the CAN network to
move into the rest of Africa, exporting
poverty alleviation via safe and affordable
transportation called cycling.
Dr Marianne Vanderschuren, at the Centre for
Transport Studies, is the contact person for
CAN in Africa (see details above).

It is the aim of the CAN network
to move into the rest of Africa,
exporting poverty alleviation
via safe and affordable
transportation called cycling
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Centre for Transport Studies

POSTGRADUATE STUDIES IN TRANSPORT
The taught programme of study is: • multi-disciplinary, with both staff and students from a range of professional backgrounds • centrally focused on new
policy directions and their implications for practice • challenging, rigorous and relevant to the needs of South African society • locally focused but informed
by strong international linkages.

11986 ayanda mbanga communications (cape)

The Centre for Transport Studies offers taught MEng and MPhil degrees, as well as a PGDip and research-based MScEng and MPhil degrees.

The Programme is modular and flexible in structure, enabling full-time students and those in employment to enrol. Courses are structured on a ‘block release’
basis in which lectures are concentrated into one week and sandwiched between periods of self-study. It is possible to start with any course at any time of the
year.
Courses offered include:
• Intermodal Public Transport Planning & Economics
• Rail Planning and Operations Management
• Integrated Land Use-Transport Planning
• Bus Planning and Operations Management
• Management of Transport Supply and Demand
• Local Area Transport Planning, Management and Design
• Transport Demand Analysis and Project Assessment
• Non-motorised Transportation
• Transport Modelling
The Centre is sponsored by the South African Rail Commuter Corporation and the Department of Transport and Public Works
(Western Cape).
Further information is available at www.cfts.uct.ac.za, or from Dr Roger Behrens on 021 650 4757
or e-mail: Roger.Behrens@uct.ac.za
www.uct.ac.za

University of Cape Town

Letters to the Editor
AQUEDUCT TO LINK CENTRAL
AFRICA WITH SOUTHERN AFRICA
I was enthralled reading the above article in Civil
Engineering of October 2007! Congratulations to the
authors.
At some time in the late 1970s or early 1980s
Professor Günther Borcherd, of the University of
Hamburg, came to see me in my office at Water
Affairs. He asked some assistance with his reconnaissance survey of an aqueduct from the Zambezi to
the catchment of the Crocodile River near Pretoria.
That was the first time I saw a GPS, still somewhat
primitive. He produced a report which must still
be somewhere in the archives of the DWAF. His
proposal had the disadvantage of a canal at ground
level pointed out by the authors of the paper under
discussion.
However, I am of the opinion that a first phase
of a project bringing water from the Congo River to
the thirsty south should start at the Zambezi. Even
if there would be some loss of GWhrs, the installed
capacity at Kariba and Cabora Bassa could be used
fully at a lower load factor, with the shortage in
energy made up by high load factor nuclear or
thermal power. The major improvement in the economics of the Central African aqueduct would more
than make up for that loss. As the use of the waters
of the Zambezi within its own catchment increases,
shortfalls can then be made up from the Congo.

Theo van Robbroeck

ELEGANT SOLUTION
Congratulations to the authors and contributors
who produced the report on the proposed aqueduct to link Central with Southern Africa (Civil
Engineering – October 2007). A brilliant and elegant
solution to a truly major problem looming ahead
for the SADC countries, that is, protracted water
shortages.

Earth appears to be approaching the end of the
mild-climate interglacial period in preparation for
the onset of the next ice age. This move is an inexorable process driven by forces within the Earth, in
the oceans and in the atmosphere and the cycle of
ice ages has repeated itself many times during the
past two million years. No doubt human activities
are speeding up the turning of the corner.
According to the geological records the onset
of the re-formation of the polar ice sheets (mainly
in the northern hemisphere) occurs together with
desertification in the southern. In fact during the
last ice age these SADC countries together formed
the largest expanse of sand on Earth – the Kalahari
being the remnant.
Central Africa has the surplus water which
the south will certainly be needing. And the cost
delivered is not even high! As an alternative the only
major water source I can think of is seawater with
desalination plants around the coast. This option
would probably deliver water at at least treble the
cost. What is more, the aqueduct scheme would
stimulate the economies of all the countries concerned.
The proposal of an aqueduct in place of canals
is also very clever. The 14 advantages of the overhead flume over the conventional canal are certainly
important and convincing. Let’s hope the politicians
give the green light to the planning timeously.

George Malan
(With acknowledgement to The Story of Earth
& Life by McCarthy and Rubidge – Struik
Publishers, 2005)

ENGINEERS, NOT THE POLITICIANS!

Whilst this proposal seems delightful, it would
only lead to the latest South African trend of
blame shifting.
It is not the politicians who design road
intersections, but the readers of this magazine. It
is engineers who specify expensive traffic lights
at every road junction, knowing full well that the
authorities are incapable of maintaining them.
Why don’t engineers introduce maintenancefree traffic circles? Our former planners allowed
for generous road reserves. If space precludes circles, why are left-turn lanes not standard at every
major junction? And if that is still a problem, a
left-turn yield sign is cheap and effective.
Don’t look to blame the politicians, corrupt
or otherwise. Engineers are at fault!
I see road ‘improvements’ designed by engineers with a tapering slip road. Look at Cedar
Road near Fourways and William Nicol. These ‘improvements’ butt up against one another so the
kerb line is a saw tooth in plan which helps not
a jot. If each slip road was a proper lane, when
joined up we would have another traffic lane to
increase carrying capacity.
And talking of traffic capacity, on a recent
trip to Mpumalanga I drove along kilometre after
kilometre of paved road 12 m wide, complete
with yellow line on the left-hand side, resulting
in this expensive asset only being utilised 50%.
Was this decreed by politicians? No, engineers are
responsible.
So instead of us all rushing to litigate against
the mayor, perhaps we would be better engaged
in naming and shaming those in our profession
who put their name to road ‘improvements’ that
fail to improve traffic flow. I have my extensive list
already prepared!

Dawie Botha rightly bemoans the dearth of
investment in roads leading to chronic traffic
delays. He proposes we should sue the mayor.

N Fitton
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Effective, safe and affordable
water storage for Africa

0860 482 657

info@galaxyafrica.com
www.galaxyafrica.com

GIJIMA

BRANCH VISITS
1

ZULULAND
I have never before visited the towns of
Richards Bay and Meerensee and looked
forward to the two-hour trip from Durban.
The scenery en route did not disappoint
and made me realise how privileged we
South Africans are to enjoy such a beautiful country. Concern for the environment was reinforced while taking in such
breathtaking beauty. A warm reception by
the Zululand Branch Committee made us
feel very welcome.
The lack of capacity at local government level was again highlighted during
discussions after Neil’s presidential address.
Brian Henwood of Henwood and
Nxumalo Consulting engineers delivered
an excellent presentation on the new John
Ross Highway currently under construction in Richards Bay. As part of the social
investment of this project, classrooms
are erected on site to introduce and train
youngsters in engineering related skills.
Site visits to various areas currently under
construction were conducted.
The day was rounded off with lunch at
Umhambi Lodge.
1 Denver Siebritz, SAICE operations manager (far left), and Neil
Macleod, SAICE president 2007, visiting the John Ross Highway
construction site together with a member of Henwood & Nxumalo
Consulting Engineers (with sunglasses) and a member of the Zululand
Branch

As part of the social investment of
this project, classrooms are erected
on site to introduce and train
youngsters in engineering related
skills. Site visits to various areas
currently under construction were
conducted
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DURBAN
Waking up in Durban makes you feel like
the people there are living on a different
planet. When you are used to the fast pace
of working life in Johannesburg and the
long hours in its traffic, you may find justification for wanting to move to Durban
when the inhabitants hit the beachfront for
swimming and surfing at 7 in the morning.
That does not mean that Durban is all
play and no work. The city is abuzz with
activity, especially engineering activities
evident in the construction of the new
stadium for the 2010 FIFA World Cup,
among others.
No site visit was conducted but was
instead replaced by in depth discussions
of and responses to Neil Macleod’s presidential address. Central to the discussion
was the lack of recognition received by
engineers that also results in perceived poor
remuneration of engineers. The undercutting of fees received particular attention,
especially from those in the consulting
industry. The lack of capacity in the local
environment enjoyed attention and was
identified as a matter that needs serious
attention.

was attended by approximately 40 members, which is indicative of the vibrancy in
this branch.
The breakfast was followed by a branch
committee meeting, which was followed
by a visit to the offices of Jeffares & Green.
After a presentation on the completion of
the Mkomaas River Bridge – which won
the Fulton Award for its design aspects
– we visited the actual site of the completed
bridge. Imagining the Mkomaas River at its
peak made one realise the importance of
the bridge that will allow school pupils to
cross the river without having to swim it to
attend school. The bridge certainly serves as
a reminder of the important role engineers
and engineering has to play in the social
reconstruction of our society.

2

2 Denver Siebritz, SAICE operations manager, wrote this report
3 Denver Siebritz, Neil Macleod, Corrie Meintjes (Jeffares

& Green – consultants for the pedestrian bridge), with Adriana
Lazarova and Shalen Jangali (branch committee members)
3

PIETERMARITZBURG
The choice of venue for the Pietermaritzburg
visit made me regret not bringing along
my golf clubs. The greens at the Victoria
Country Club looked very enticing
indeed …
The day started off with breakfast and
welcoming at the Victoria Country Club
by the branch committee and was followed
by Neil’s presidential address. Breakfast

Date
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Event and CPD validation number

Presenters/venue

Contact details

17–18 January – Cape Town

Business Finance for Built
Environment Professionals
SAICEfin06/00004/08

Wolf Weidemann

Dawn Hermanus
dhermanus@saice.org.za

14–15 January – Cape Town

Handling Projects in a Consulting
Engineer’s Practice
SAICEproj06/00003/08

Wolf Weidemann

Dawn Hermanus
dhermanus@saice.org.za

24–26 January – Hong Kong

IStructE Centenary Conference

www.istructe.org/centenary/conference

ykchkcpl@netvigator.com

11–16 February – Nelspruit

Stormwater Drainage
SAICEtr06/00022/08

Peter Pearce

Dianne Myles
Sarfuse1@acenet.co.za

20 February – Gauteng
19 March – Cape Town

Structural Steel Design to SANS
SAICEstr06/00050/09

Greg Parrott

Sharon Mugeri
Cpd.sharon@saice.org.za

28–29 February – Gauteng
11–12 March – Cape Town
27–28 March – Durban

Technical Report Writing
SAICEbus06/00014/08

Les Wiggill

Sharon Mugeri
Cpd.sharon@saice.org.za

3–4 March – Polokwane

Soil Stabilisation
SAICEtr06/00023/08

G Selby

Dianne Myles
Sarfuse1@acenet.co.za

17–20 August – Kruger National Park

WDSA2008 Conference

www.uj.ac.za/wdsa2008

Wdsa2008@uj.ac.za

For more information on courses, venues and course outlines please visit http://www.civils.org.za/courses.html or contact cpd.sharon@saice.org.za.
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Reservoirs

Security Walling

Retaining Walls

Industrial Cladding

Ground Slab

Precast hollow-core
concrete slabs
MORE THAN A FLOORING SYSTEM
In today’s world of innovation and fast-tracking, the hollow-core floor slab is a viable and in
many instances, preferable alternative to more conventional building materials.

Look no further than the multi-purpose, cost-effective prestressed
and reinforced hollow-core concrete slabs as your construction alternative.
Hollow-Core Producer Members of the CMA:
Echo Floors (011) 957 2033
Echo Prestress (011) 393 4655
Echo Prestress Durban (031) 569 6950

Fastfloor Botswana (011) 393 4655
Stabilan (051) 434 2218
Topfloor (021) 552 3147

Block D, Lone Creek, Waterfall Office Park, Bekker Road, Midrand.
PO Box 168 Halfway House 1685
Tel +27 11 805 6742, Fax +27 86 524 9216
e-mail: main.cma@gmail.com

website: www.cma.org.za

